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If you want to add some serious horsepower

to your gaming experience, you’ve got to

read Nintendo Power® Magazine each and

every month.

You’ll learn how to get out of heavy traffic

and into the fast lane for fun. Every article is

written to help pave your way to the winner’s

circle. You’ll find a tank full of tips and tricks,

maps and moves, codes and cheats in every

issue that will have you burning rubber and

smoking the competition.

For just $19.95* a year you get a subscription

that’s fully loaded. Twelve issues delivered

to your door, including the January Bonus

Issue. And throughout the year you’ll get

cool collector’s character cards and Super

Power Stamps to spend tike cash on excellent

accessories from the exclusive Super Power

Supplies Catalog.

Order now and get your choice of a FREE

Player’s Guide. It’s like a personal road map
to your favorite N64 game. With it you’ll get

extra mileage every time you play!

So step on it1 Use the order form or call toll

free now! 1-800-255-3700.
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When Junior swings his

bat, people hold their

breath and look to the sky.

V MLB Featuring Ken Griffey
Jr. puts you in the big

leagues for every pitch, every
crack of the bat, and every

^ diving catch. Our scouting
Sgk reports could make you the

L\ next MVP. Play ball!
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SPECIAL FEATURES

BANJO & KAZOOIE

PREVIEW
FLYING DRAGON

It snuggles like a bunny. It makes cute chirp-chirp noises.
Then it unleashes a bolt of lighting powerful enough to

frag an army. What is it? Pikachu, one of the magical mon
sters of Nintendo's Pokemon. A Game Boy revolution is

about to arrive.

EVERY ISSUE

Forget the Oscars, the Grammies, the Golden Globes and
People's Choice awards. The only awards that matter ari

voted on by the readers of Nintendo Power. The moment
is at hand to reveal the best games of the year. And the

winners are....

POWER AWARD WINNERS
PREVIEW
OFFROAD CHALLENGE

PLAYER'S PULSE
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COUNSELORS' CORNER
PLAYER'S POLL CONTEST
ARENA
NOW PLAYING
PAN WATCH
NEXT ISSUE

GAME LIST

Welcome to the wonderfully wicked world of Banjo-Kazooie,
where a bumbling bear and a loud-beaked bird take on a
witch so evil that even other witches hate her. Our eight-
page preview explores the magic, the moves, the mystery
and the mayhem.
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Sherika

White

•

Virginia

Beach,

Virginia

PUIV&f PUISC
Are cutesy games not fun? Does violence make a game? Write us

to let us know where you stand in the debate. Or maybe you’ve
heard a rumor and you’d like to know the truth. Send us a letter

or e-mail and we’ll will set the record straight.

Goad, Clean Fun

Nintendo has a reputation

for having good games that

most parents like, but not all

kids like these sorts of

games. I found the PC ver-

sion of Duke Nukem much

more fun than the N64 ver-

sion, and I think it is due to

the more violent and graphic

content of the game. Lately,

N64 games have been rather

childish. Take Snowboard

Kids, for example. Who
wants to play as a midget rat

with a giant nose? People

want to play as people. Top-

selling games like Resident

Evil 2 and Tomb Raider II all

contain graphic violence.

And you have to admit that,

if you put someone like Lara

Croft in a game, male

gamers are sure to buy it. If

Nintendo would put aside its

kiss-up-to-the-parents atti-

tude, there would be a lot

more sales of N64 games.

Rick Robbins

Via the Internet

I am very disappointed in the

selection of N64 games for

the mature audience. Most of

your games are very kid-like

and unrealistic. The only

game that comes close is

GoldenEye, which is still

unrealistic. Why doesn't

Nintendo come out with some

games like Resident Evil 2?

Matt Balsley &
Mike Glenboski

Bellevue, NE
So, the Snowboard Kids are

cartoony but Lara Cro(t~a ,

woman who could do bench-

presses without using her

arms-isn't?And what makes

Resident Evil so real, and

GoldenEye not? (As we recall,

there are no such things as

monsters and zombies.)

Gaming maturity isn't mea-

sured by how much violence

or virtual women you like to

see. Duke Nukem, Resident

Evil 2 and Tomb Raider II, are

all great games, but the gratu-

itous blood.tand skin add noth-

ing togame play, and the fol-

lowing twb letter-writers seem

to realize that...

I have no problem with blood

and gore, except when they

are the only things in a game.

Far too many games are being

hyped exclusively for being

chock-full of blood and gore.

Don't get me wrong-1 love

blowing things up, but it gets

repetitive after a while. The

insulting part about it all is that

companies will make a bad

game, pump it up with blood,

then expect us to fall over it.

Unfortunately, they appear to

be right. As I recall, Duke

Nukem was a rather popular

game. A game does not need

blood to be good-just look at

Super Mario 64. What a game

needs is depth.

Marco Farah

Via the Internet

I have a bold statement to

make: Many gamers are miss-

ing the point of video games.

They are not about being

adult-oriented or having good

graphics, they are about having

fun (hence, the Fun Machine).

Look at Nintendo's pros (as in

professionals). They are all

adults and they look at games

as any gamer should. They

look to see if they are fun.

D. Andrew Lorenzo

Via the Internet

Clean fun isstill fun. So the

next time’you see a game
that stars a cuddly animal

who's incapable of ever gut-

;
tmg or maiming someone,

give it a try. It might be fun.

Luigi, Sean, Roger,

Timothy and George

What's going on? On the

Internet there are codes on

how to get Luigi in Super

Mario 64. I know they aren't

true, but where did they all

come from? I almost believed

the rumors, because there

were so many. I just want to

know the truth.

Jacquelyn Heinz

Via the Internet

In the very early stages of

SM64, Lmgi was a playable

character.' in the end, howev-

er, he was taken out so

there'd be more room to cre-

ate other aipas in the game.

Since he was never pro-

grammed into the final ver-

sion of the game in the first

place, no code will ever

make Luigi appear in SM64.

In the most recent issue of a

gaming magazine, they reveal

the last cheat in GoldenEye

007. It's called the All Bonds

(Multi) Cheat, and it lets you

play as Sean Connery, Roger

Moore, Timothy Dalton or

George Lazenby in Multi play-

er Mode. They have pretty

steep requirements: After

you've gotten every other

cheat, beat Aztec on 007 diffi-

culty in less than nine minutes

Q NINTENDO POWER

Devin Roth • Glendale,

Background Art Carol Wang • Metairie, Louisiana



with the enemy settings at

200% Health, 1 00% Damage,

1 00% Accuracy, and 1 00%
Reaction Speed. Could you

confirm if this trick is for real. I

personally think it is an April

Fools' joke and would really

appreciate it if you could tell

me the truth.

Ryan Whaley

Via the Internet

The Information Super

Highway cap also be

a Misinformation

Super Highway. We've

seen this code, which

is entirely bogus, cir-

culating on the

Internet. Apparently

there are a lot of cyber

geeks out there who
like to make up codes

with elaborate or

impossible require-

ments just so people

will waste their time

attempting to find

something that doesn't

exist. (We can't confirm

if the cheat was intended as

an April Fools' gag or a cruel

trick, but, for any of you who
need to be prompted by a

laugh track, don't take pages

80 and 81 ofNP Volume 107

seriously-that was our April

Fools' section.) If you're still

itching to find secret

GoldenEye characters, set

your sights on this month's

Classified Information.

More Rumors Debunked

I heard the game GoldenEye

007 was being discontinued

because a Tomorrow Never

Dies game is coming out. Is

it true that it's not going to be

made anymore?

Nate Hamilton

Via the Internet

Whoever makes these rumors

up could have a successful

career at The Enquirer. We're

still making GoldenEye 007,

and we'll continue to make it.

As you know, GoldenEye is

wildly popular, and that's the

reason why you're having

previewing Pokemon

on page 51, and this summer,

we'll be featuring regular

coverage of the game along

with a Pokemon comic strip.

such a hard time finding it.

Quite simply, stores have been

selling out faster than retailers

could have ever predicted.

Pokemon Mania

I have been studying up on the

Pokemon craze over in Japan.

They have sold over 10 mil-

lion games and the way it has

affected their culture boggles

the mind. They have all sorts

of little figurines and other lit-

tle trinkets based on the game.

There's a Pokemon TV and

radio show. The closest thing

that we can compare to the

craze is Tamagotchi, although

the Pokemon craze is on a far

broader scale. I think that

Nintendo should release

Pokemon in the U.S.

RPG fans will gobble up

the game. And the fact is,

these little creatures are

adorable. Here's hoping

the revolution can cross

the Pacific and reach

American soil.

Mike Williams

Via the Internet

|

The revolution will be

soiling, er, saturating,

America very soon. This

fall, Pokemon (pro-

nounced POE-kay-

mahn) for Game Boy

and the Pok&mon TV

series will be reaching

North America. We're
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M. Arakawa

Yoshio Tsuboike

Leslie Swan

Scott Pelland

dason Leung
Terry Munson
Paul Shinoda

Tom Wharton

Jeff Bafus
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Peter Main
Dan Owsen
Phil Rogers

Juana Tlngdale

Todd IJyment
Amy Saylor

Magumi Colson
Machiko Oehler
Nancy Ramsey

Jay Wergin
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Jim Catechi
Tim Garret

Mark Johnson
Carol Walter

Jessie Brown
Van Williams
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Oliver Crowell
Scott Douwes
Ken Hiraiwa
Kyle Hunter

Chris Inclenrock
Sonja Morris
Alex Nguyen
Tony Sandoval
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So far, GoldenEye 007 is our readers’ favorite N64 game in 1 998, but how
did it rank for 1997? The results of our 1997 Nintendo Power Awards have

i
been tabulated, and you can find out if the man with the golden PP7 is also

the man with the golden prize on page 60.



LETTERS, continued...

Zero-Zelda Diet

Please, I implore you. Stop

showing screen shots and print-

ing info regarding Zelda 64. I'm

on a zero-Zelda diet. I am trying

as hard as possible not to look at

any Zelda 64 information until I

get the game. I was doing pretty

well with my diet, but then I

looked at the Turok 2 shots, and

right below them was a new

batch of Zelda 64 shots! I wish I

hadn't known the town scenes

were so close to being photo-

realistic! Please limit the Zelda

64 info to full pages so that we
won't accidentally look at them

if we happen to be reading

something else on the page.

Dan While

North Olmsted, OH
Oops. Then we shouldn't have

printed your letter so near the

Power Charts. Whatever you

do, don't look at page 8 or else

you'll see yet another drop-

dead amazing screen shot

from the jaw-dropping, awe-

inspiring Zelda 64.

Rating Now Playing

Up until recently, I was thinking

of canceling my subscription

because I thought your maga-

zine was nothing but propagan-

da. I really thought your mag

was a hype engine. But recently,

you introduced Now Playing's

new system of rating the games

by averaging all of the review-

ers' opinions. This has really

helped me with my purchasing

decisions and has renewed my
trust in the NP crew!

Rich Finneran

Mandeville, LA

What are your ratings based

on? I don't think I've ever

seen a game receive a perfect

1 0 rating. So when you give a

game a 9.0 rating in graphics

(as you did for 1 080" Snow-

boarding in Volume 106),

obviously, the game must be

All art submitted becomes the property ot

Nintendo ofAmerica Inc.

It's hard to stay clean blowing

things up all day. . . unless, for some
reason, you're made of soap. Ryan
Barrett creates soap sculptures

and sent us this photo of a shower-
fresh Bomberman.

graphically beautiful. But

why didn't it receive a 10? If

you've never rated a game or

any element of it with a 10,

then how can you know
what you're comparing a 9.0

game against? You are choos-

ing numbers on a scale

where you have no idea what

a game with a perfect rating

would look like.

Eric /. Calcara

Via the Internet

Our rating system works sort

of like the Olympics. The

ratings are an average of our

ten evaluators' scores, which

in turn are an average of five

different scored categories

(graphics, play control, game

design, satisfaction, and

sound). Many evaluators

have awarded 10-scores in

individual categories, but

those scores were averaged

out by the other categories.

Evaluator Marty, in fact, gave

1080° Snowboarding a per-

fect 10, meaning he gave the

game a 10 in all five cate-

gories. However, in order for

the game to receive an over-

all rating of 10, all ten eval-

uators would have to be in

perfect agreement.

Hooray for Hollywood?

What is your problem?

Never put Hollywood Hogan

holding Sting in a headlock

on the cover-it's disrespect-

ful to Sting and the WCW.
Hogan has never beaten

Sting, but Sting has beaten

Hogan three times. Plus, I

have played against Hogan

on the hardest mode of

WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour

using Sting, and I've never

lost. Nintendo and THQ
would make more money if

Sting was on the cover disre-

specting the NWO (New

Wuss Odor). If you still can't

realize that, then I will just

have to put Hogan in a

Stinger Splash, Scorpion

Death Drop and Scorpion

Death Lock myself.

Matt D'Amore

Beaufort, SC

Um, well, that's not really

Sting on the cover of Volume

1 05-it's just Ted Danson

masquerading as The Crow.

mm
The votes are in! We’re announcing the winners of our 1997 Nintendo

Power Awards on page 60. Did your favorite games get snubbed?

Don’t miss your chance to get them into the spotlight! Let us know

which games should and shouldn’t have won and why.

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

BackgroundArt Shano Avila • Desert Hot Springs, California

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO
POWER

SUBSCRIPTIONS,
SYSTEM SETUP
AND REPAIR

1 -800-255-3700
(1-800-422-4281 TDD)

6 a.m-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday

6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900 -288-0707

U.S. S1.50 per minute

1 -900 -451-4400
Canada S2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a m. -9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

>WEAKVNE
1 -425-885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems. Call for help

on Yoshi's Story, Diddy Kong Racing,

Bomberman 64, Quake 64, Legend of the

Mystical Ninja Starring Goemon, Clayfighter

63'/3,GoldenEye 007, Star Fox 64. Hexen, War
Gods, Super Mario 64, Blast Corps, Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64, Killer Instinct

Gold, Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire,

PilotWings 64 and Mortal Kombat Trilogy for

the Nintendo 64. There's also help for any

Super Mario game for the Super NES and

NES, Wario Land II. Donkey Kong Land, DKL 2,

DKL 3 for the Game Boy. any Zelda game,

Donkey Kong Country 1, 2, and 3, Mischief

Makers, Harvest Moon, Lost Vikings 2,

EarthBound, Illusion of Gaia, Lufia II, Super

Metroid, Secret of Evermore, Chrono Trigger,

Final Fantasy III, Super Mario RPG, Breath of

Fire I and II, Killer Instinct, Street Fighter

Alpha 2, Mortal Kombat II and 3 and Ultimate

Kombat 3. This call may be long distance, so

} to get permission from whoever pays

the phone bill before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com
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Major League Baseball Featuring Ken Griffey Jr. is the
closest thing you'll come to real baseball short of
walking through the gate at the ballpark!

: From the innovative mechanics to the stunning, lifelike animation,

MLB Featuring Ken Griffey |r. will impress you right from the opening

pitch. The huge polygonal players bat, run and throw like real major lea-

guers, and you'll really see the power of a Griffey swing and the finesse in a

Randy Johnson slider. Even the smallest details-like players rubbing dirt on

their hats when a pitcher waits too long between throws-contribute to the

amazing realism and big league atmosphere. We'll start our review with

a quick glance at the game's features, followed by a few strategic tips

and a "hot stove" analysis of each of the 30 teams. With three dif-

I

ficulty levels and a host of options, MLB can be played either as

a sim or as a swing-battah-battah arcade game. But no matters

which way you want to play, you'd better pop some corn a ij4
cook up a few dogs, 'cause The Game is about to start! AS



In the Exhibition and Home Run Derby modes,

players can select any one of the 30 big league

stadiums and take a tour of the field before the

action begins. Press A to move forward, use the

Control Stick to rotate and use the C Buttons to

move up, down, i

right and left. I l

Take a tour and see if

your batters will have
a chance of sending

one over the center

field wall.

Exhibition P|P~ / •‘K'^
has four play modes, starting

with the single Exhibition game. One

a-V 2«) rein
_

v
I

or two players can choose from all 30mm? big league clubs, including the new

_____ Tampa Bay Devil Rays and Arizona

| n,.

c

,

09

5is
Diamondbacks expansion teams. In

all modes, players come armed with

their 1 997 year-end stats, and all team rosters are based on
the 1 998 spring training lineups.

on screen.

HOME RUNiPEtfe^

World Series

Home Run Derby

World Series mode allows one

player to challenge the computer

or two players to go head-to-head

in a best-of-seven series. Trading

and free agency aren't allowed in

Exhibition and World Series games, but you can adjust your

pitching rotation and batting lineup to your heart's content.

Season
In this mode, players choose between a one-month pennant

race, an 81 -game half-season and a full, 162-game schedule.

Up to four players can participate, each one controlling a dif-

ferent team. This mode offers the most realism and options,

including trades, free agency, injuries and more.

Stadium Tours
In this mode, up to four players

are given the chance to hit as ^
many home runs as they can fm
before they get ten outs. You can

select any person on any team as

your character, and multiple

players can pick the same charac-

ter. Any ball that does not go over the outfield fence will be

considered an out. The person with the most home runs will

be declared the winner and have his or her hit stats displayed



Skill Levels
In Exhibition and World

Series mode, there are

three skill levels: Rookie,

Veteran and All-Star. As the

difficulty level goes up,

your batting average will

likely come down—unless

you're the next Ken Griffey

Jr., of course!

ggfl ” MLB gives you two

batt ‘n8 systems to

'V _S choose from. With the

Classic batting sys-

tem, all you need to do is watch where the ball is

going, and, if it looks good, take a swing. With the

Arcade batting system, you'll need to match the

batting cursor with the pitching cursor and then

swing at the right moment to hit the ball.

Auto-Fielding —-

,

The Auto-Fielding option •

will run and catch for you,

but you will still choose

which base to throw to.

While Auto-Fielding will <P >

probably help you climb

the outfield wall and rob your opponents of a few

homers, manual fielding isn't that difficult to master.

Trades and Free Agency
If you need more power, better pitch-

ing or smarter defense, you can pro-

pose a trade with any team (with up

to three players from either side) or

sign someone from the list of free

agents. There's no salary cap, but the

computer will weigh the skills of the

players against each other before

accepting or rejecting a trade.
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Schedules & Scores
A big part of the thrill of the Season

mode comes from managing your

team's roster and tracking their perfor-

mance as the year progresses, and the

Sportswire service will help you do

that. Want to plan your team's roster

changes and pitching rotation for the

next month? No problem. Sportswire

can help by showing you your entire

season schedule, including day, night,

home and away games.

TODAYS GXtffes.

Tune in to Sportswire before and
after each game to see the day's

schedules and scores.

Who's Leading Who?
Not only will Sportswire update your players' individual stats

on a daily basis, it will also keep a record of the team's com-

bined performance in batting and pitching and compare it to

last year's numbers. You'll even be able to compare your play-

ers with other players in the league. Have you improved the

team's overall batting average? Are you on track to break last

year's record number of strikeouts? Ask Sportswire!

Transactions
Be sure to check the Transactions section of Sportswire

daily. This will tell you who's been traded and which free

agents have been signed and dropped. You never know
who may be available suddenly to fill that gap in your

outfield or shore up your sagging bullpen. The list of

injured players is also helpful, and it includes estimates

of how long each player will be sidelined.

If one of your players gets hurt, check the Injuries list after the

game. If the injury is serious, you
long-term replacement for him.

NINTENDO

64



Classic or Arcade?
The major difference

between Classic and

Arcade batting is that .

the Classic system is - j> |J

easier to use but more iik
realistic and tougher

to master. In Classic

batting, the computer ' y
\

relies a lot on the play-
' 1 " '

er's programmed stats to determine how well a ball is hit.

As a result, it's difficult to outperform those stats, unless

your timing is always perfect.

The trick to Classic batting is to

focus on the ball. Watch the way
it moves and look for any habits

the pitcher has. Does he always
follow a fast ball with a slider?

NINTENDO POWER

And That Ball Is Outta Here!
The Arcade batting system is more challenging at first, but once you get the hang of it, it's

much easier to get hits consistently, at least against the computer. With Classic batting, you

I

—

j

^

have to watch the ball and rely more on your instincts to
’ ' ’ ' '

' get a hit. With Arcade batting, you should focus on the

^ .
pitching cursor instead. The cursor will show you where

ml- ’ IT” the pitch will cross the plate, and whichever way a pitch

-c moves, the cursor will move, too. You'll have a better sense

% ’

v
j|i|j of whether a pitch will be a

Arcade batting will give you a
j|

ball or a strike and be able
. -I ' bs"ef ««• 01 how “nd to conned more often.

£_ £ f how much a pitch can move.

ball or a strike and be able

to connect more often.

Leading Off& Stealing

Leading off by a step or three will give your runners a much

better chance of advancing. The computer will rarely try to

pick you off, but it will sometimes tell runners to advance,

even if it looks like a hit

will be caught, so be

ready to send them

back. Try to steal on

very slow pitches only.



Batter: Fast or slow? Wait or go?
Pitcher: He probably thinks I'll throw a
ball just to drag out the count, but

that's where he's wrong...hah! Got him!

ueieriaive

Decisions*

VOLUME 108

Power & Precision
Don't think that fastballs will always

get the job done. Vary your pitches to

keep the batter guessing, and toss

pitches that, if hit, will go the way you ;

want them to go. A pitch that's close

to a batter's hands will tend to go in

the direction he's swinging. A pitch

that's out toward the end of the bat

will tend to go the opposite way.

Playing the
Mind Game
Pitching and batting are all about

psyching out your opponent. You

have to figure out what he's going

to do and/or fool him as to what

you're going to do.

Pitcher: Should I start off with a fast

ball on the inside? If it's close to his

hands, he'll either pop it up or send it

toward first base, anyway.

Batter: So he thinks he can punch me
out, eh? Well, how about I swing earlier

and get a piece of-agh! Swung too
soon that time!

Even with manual fielding, the com-
puter will adjust a player's position

if he’s close to the catch target.

Grounder

Try to get ahead of ground balls and
not chase them. Dive only if you're

within two steps of the target.

Beaning a batter is unsportsmanlike, but if you

don't want to face him, you can walk him inten-

tionally by pitching outside. As for basic fielding,

remember that you can run (Control Stick) and

throw (C Buttons) at the same time. Yellow

arrows will indicate the direction and distance

to the ball. You should also practice climbing the

wall (press B to jump) without bouncing off. You

just might rob opponents of a few close homers.

Manual or Auto-Fielding? Auto-Fielding is more

reliable in most situations (especially on those

infield bloopers), but it does take some of the

thrill away.



±Ma/Uina

The Phillies' pitching rotation seems overloaded

with right-handers, so some creative trades might

be in order. Hang on to Stephenson, who is proba-

bly your second-best starter after Schilling. The
lineup looks passable on paper, but it’s not terribly

consistent, and some players will be prone to

injury, so give everyone rotating days off.

16) NINTENDO POWER

Here's our "hot stove" analysis of each
of the 30 major league teams for a
fantasy 1998 season. While our tips tend
to be on the realistic side, the Season
mode also allows for a fantasy draft

that will allow you to build your team
from the ground up. Play ball!

Atlanta Braves
1997: 1st place in NL East

Record: 101-61

STARTING LINEUP

1. LOFTON CF

2. TUCKER RF

3. JONES 3B

4. MCGRIFF IB

5. KLESKO LF

6. BLAUSER SS

7. LOPEZ C

8. LEMKE 2B

9. MADDUX P

|

Despite some off-season trades, the Braves

I remain, arguably, the best team in baseball

—

I they're at least the best in the NL East. The pitch-

I ing rotation is better than any other in the majors,

I and the lineup has both power and consistency.

I You'll have to work hard at losing to miss getting

I into the playoffs.

Atlanta, GA

opened: 1997
Capacity: 50

J STARTING LINEUP

Florida Marlins
1997: World Series Champions
Record: 92-70

Pro Player

Miami, ft

Opened: 11987

1. COUNSELL

2. RENTERIA

3. SHEFFIELD

4. BONILLA

5. FLOYD

6. EISENREICH

7. KOTSAY

Capacity: 40,585

The Marlins definitely won’t repeat their 1997

World Series win, but they likely won't be as bad
as everyone says they'll be. Fernandez and

Hernandez will be good anchors for the rotation,

but you'll want to shop for other starters. If

Sheffield's numbers fall through, shift Renteria to

No. 3 in the batting order.

Montreal Expos
1997: 4th place in NL East

Record: 78-84

Olympic

Montreal, PQ

>y?m Opened: 1976

STARTING LINEUP

1. GRUDZIELANEK

2. CABRERA
3. GUERRERO

4. WHITE
5. ANDREWS
6. FULLMER
7. WIDGER

8. SANTANGEL0
9. PEREZ

Capacity: 46,500

See who turns up in free agency in the first couple

of weeks and unload starting pitchers Batista and

Johnson, if you can. Wait and see what Wagner
gives you—or gives up—in the first month. The
batting order should read this way: Santangelo,

Grudzielanek, White, Guerrero, Fullmer, Widger,

Carbrera and Andrews.

New York Mets
1997: 3rd place in NL East

Record: 88-74

Shea Stadium

Queens, NY
“9,

'\ Opened: 19G4

Capacity: 55,777

J STARTING LINEUP

1. MCRAE
2. ALF0NZ0

3. 0LERUD
4. HUNDLEY

5. HUSKEY
6. GILKEY

7. BAERGA
8. ORDONEZ

9. JONES

I

Luckily for you, the virtual Todd Hundley won't be

sidelined this season with a rotator cuff injury,

keeping a respectable starting lineup intact. If you
can keep a lid on your pitchers' ERAs and manage
your save opportunities carefully, you should do

well enough with the current squad. Maybe with

you at the helm, the Mets will finally...naaaahh!

Philadelphia Phillies

1997: Last place in NL East

Record: 68-94

Veterans

Stadium

Philadelphia, PA

Opened: 1971

Capacity: 62,136

STARTING LINEUP

1. GLANVILLE Cl

2.

DYKSTRA
3. JEFFRIES

4. ROLEN



1

Chicago Cubs
1997: Last place in NL Central
Record: 68-94

> STARTING LINEUP

1. JOHNSON CF

2. MORANDINI 2B
3. GRACE IB

4. SOSA RF

5. RODRIGUEZ LF

6. ORIE 3B

7. BLAUSER SS

8. SERVAIS C

9. CLARK P

The Cubbies aren't a great team, but they’ll be a

good one if you manage to squeeze a few more
base hits out of them. Blauser deserves a shot at

the No. 2 spot in the lineup, but so does Morandini.

Give both of them a few outings against left- and
right-handed pitchers and see how things shake
out, or maybe just let them platoon.

Cincinnati Reds
1997: 3rd place in NL Central
Record: 76-86

' STARTING LINEUP

1. 0. SANDERS CF
2. STYNES LF

3. LARKIN SS
4. R. SANDERS RF

5. GREENE 3B
G. PEREZ IB

7. TAUBENSEE C

In real life, Deion Sanders is back to playing foot-

ball full time anyway, so we're going to go out on a

limb and recommend that he (and one or two utili-

ty players, if necessary) be shopped around for a

No. 1 starting pitcher. Back-up center fielder Jon
Nunnally posted good numbers last year and can
move up to the starting post easily.

The Astrodome

Houston, TX

Opened: 1965

Capacity: 54,370

' STARTING LINEUP

1.

BIGGI0

2. BELL

3. ALOU
4. BAGWELL
5. BERRY
6. AUSMUS
7. BOGAR

I. REYNOLDS

Milwaukee Brewers
1997: 3rd place in AL Central
Record: 78-83

Milwaukee County

Stadium

Milwaukee, Wl
Opened: 1953
Capacity: 53,192

STARTING LINEUP

1. GRISSOM
2. CIRILLO

3. NILSSON

4. JAHA

5. BURNITZ

6. VALENTIN

7. VINA

8. MATHENY
9. D AMICO

The Brewers are making the move to the NL this

year, and, with luck, they’ll be able to celebrate

the change with a few more runs batted in. Expect
better numbers from both Grissom and Jaha this

year, and if the rest of the lineup remains consis-

tent, you could be a dark horse contender for the

NL Central title.

Pittsburgh Pirates

1997: 2nd place in NL Central
Record: 79-83

' STARTING LINEUP

1. WOMACK 2B
2. ALLENSWORTH CF

3. MARTIN 3B

4. YOUNG IB

5. GUILLEN RF

6. KENDALL C
Three Rivers Stadium 7.GARCIA

Pittsburgh, PA 8. POLCOVICH SS
Opened: 1970 9. CORDOVA P

Capacity: 47,972

The Pirates placed second in the NL Central race

last year, and they could be in the running for No. 1,

if they remain injury free. Womack has lots of

speed, but that won't do you much good if he
doesn't get on base in the first place, so work on

his swing. Third base is a toss-up between Freddy
Garcia and Doug Strange.

St. Louis Cardinals

1997: 4th place in NL Central

Record: 73-89

J STARTING LINEUP

1. DESHIELDS 21

2. CLAYTON Si

3. LANKFORD Ci

4. MCGWIRE II

5. JORDAN Rf

6. GANT LF

7. MABRY 31

8. PAGNOZZI C

9.

Busch Stadium

St. Louis, MO
Opened: 1966
Capacity: 49,676

Wouldn't it be nice if the Cardinals had a break-out

season in 1998? It could happen. McGwire is one of

the top power hitters of all time, and DeShields

and Clayton are looking good. If Clayton starts to

connect really well, put him further down in the
order to give him a chance to drive in some much
needed runs.

The Astros have great cornerstone players in

Bagwell and Alou, but some of the others may not
live up to your expectations. The answer may be
to platoon some positions, notably third base
(Spiers), shortstop (Gutierrez) and center field

(Everett). If a player slumps badly, give his backup
a couple of starts.
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ERSTAD IB

in AL West 2. VELARDE 2B

3. EDMONDS CF

4. SALMON RF

5. HOLLINS 3B
6. FIELDER DH
7. ANDERSON LF

8. GREENE C
9. DISARCINA SS

FINLEY SP

With solid hitting, solid defense, and a pitching

staff that is better than their combined 4.00+
ERA implies, the Angels could challenge the

Mariners. Move Anderson up to No. 2 hitter and
put Velarde at No. 7 or 8 temporarily. Get a feel

for his numbers (he was sidelined last year), then
give him a permanent spot.

Seattle Mariners
1997: 1st place in AL West
Record: 90-72

Oakland Athletics

1997: Last place in AL West
Record: 65-97

Oakland-Alameda

County Stadium

Oakland, CA

Opened: 1966
Capacity: 45,177

STARTING LINEUP

1. HENDERSON
2. SPEZIO

3. GRIEVE

4. GIAMBI

5. STAIRS

6. BLOWERS
7. ABBOTT
8. WILLIAMS

9. MCDONALD
PRIETO

After year-end and off-season roster changes,
there may be light at the end of the tunnel for

the embattled A's. Rogers and Candiotti will be a

boon to the pitching staff, and with new team-
mates Henderson, Abbott and Blowers providing

support around him in the lineup, this could be
Grieve's year to blossom.

STARTING LINEUP

1 . CORA 2
2. RODRIGUEZ S
3. GRIFFEY JR. C
4. MARTINEZ D

5. BUHNER R
6. SEGUI 1

7. DAVIS 3
8. WILSON C
9. HILL LI

JOHNSON S

The Mariners have the best power-hitting lineup

in baseball (led, of course, by Ken Griffey Jr.), and
with Johnson, Fassero and Moyer as their top
three starters, this could be the year they bring

home championship rings. Shop for a long reliev-

er (free agent Bartolo Colon looks good) and a

decent closer.

, STARTING LINEUP

1. GOODWIN
2. RODRIGUEZ

3. GREER

4. GONZALEZ

Texas Rangers
1997: 3rd in AL West
Record: 77-85

The Ballpark

in Arlington

Arlington, TX 7. TATIS

Opened: 1994
capacity 9. MCLEMORE

The watchword for the Rangers will be "pla-

toon." Rodriguez will need rest later in the sea-
son, so let him be DH once in a while and shift

Gonzalez out to right field. Goodwin can steal,

but as leadoff hitter, he should have a better on-

base percentage. If he can't cut it, Clark or Kelly

may have to step in.
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"THAT’S RIGHT. MY PRETTIES. LISTEN TO WORD BOY
COME INTO MY LAIR WITH THAT DUMB BEAR AND BIRD.

RESISTANCE IS USELESS. HAHAHAI"

The video game world is

about to receive a 128-megabit

shock to its senses. Banjo-

Kazooie from Nintendo is set to

raise the bar on the N6f.

RESISTANCE IS IMPOSSIBLE
I When it

ymtoo,
releases on June 29th, Banjo-Kazooie will open

to 3-D adventure like no game has done

before. The only thing like it is

Super Mario 64, but Banjo-

Kazooie is a full generation ahead

in graphic richness, and it will

take most players three or four

times longer to figure it all out.

FinallWcomplete after more than

two ydars in development at|

Rare^Jtanjo-Kazooie turns out to

be a^jowerful as a magic potion.

Nine puzzlingworlds wait to be

explored, each containing ten

Jigsaw pieces and over a hundred

other items. The goal for players is

to collect Jigsaws and Notes to

open up all the doors, to learn new moves, and to

stomp and fly and swim where no bird or bear has ever

stomped, flown or swam before. With fiendishly fun

puzzles, wonderfully rude characters,

* huge, stunning worlds to explore,

I and probably the best sound effects I

and musjjicjal score to date, Banjo-
*



L When Gruntilda, the

wicked witch of the

ugliest kind, heard about

’ pretty little Tooty, she practi-

cally popped a wart. Naturally,

being a vile, cruel, and ultimately

predictable video game villain,

Gruntilda bearnapped the

young honey bear and hid

K w her away in a puzzling

lair where she intended to

steal Tooty's beauty with a diaboli-

cal machine. Only then did Banjo,

i Tooty's sleepy, but courageous
This sleepyihoney

bear may slem a bit

slow, but He's a hero
through and through.

switch back and forth

two as the situation

^there's a tree to climb,

*the lead. If you want to

steep hillside, Kazooie will be your

,

'choice. As you learn the rgoves, it

D TALE OF TOOTY

L X

laMfli
-

JR**'*

THE CO-STARS
Kazooie may think that she's the star of the game, but

it's really a team effort. Like every great acting

team-Laurel and Hardy, Bogart and Bacall, Bullwinkle,

and

all starts feeling quite natural.

Maybe one day we'll all

around a



SUPPORTING CAST? WITHOUT ME AND MY
DEPIOUSNESS. THERE WOULDN'T BE ANY GAME
AT ALL I DEMAND TOP BILLING!

The supporting characters in Banjo-Kazooie come in all

shapes, sizes and degrees of disgruntlement. Some of the

critters do all they can to help our heroic pair. Bottles the

mole,,pops up throughout the game to teach new moves

arid to bandy insults with Kazooie. On the other paw,

many of the characters belong heart and soul to the evil

witch. They're just hanging around, waiting for a tasty

treat of bird and bear. And then there's

Brentilda, Gruntilda's good little sister,

who gives you mysterious clues about

her sister's weird behavior. One
thing that all of the charac-

ters share is that they come

alive with wonderful ani-

Mr. Vile

Bubblegloop Swamp is home to

many creeping and crawling things,

but Mr. Vile’s toothy smile conceals

an inner crocodile.

mation and sound. The

artists, designers,

composers and writ-

ers at Rare stopped at

nothing to bring these

characters to life. They

pop up at odd times

with witty comments

and cartoon trash talk.

They squawk, burble,

grunt, moan and cluck.

They even move with

attitude. In short,

they're unforgettable.

Mumbo
Mumbo the witch doctor commands power-
ful magic that can transform bird and bear

Clanker
The huge namesake of

Clanker's Cavern earns his

keep as Gruntilda's trash

compacter. What he really

wants, though, is just some
fresh water and oxygen.

Unlike most creatures of this

size, Clanker isn't bad to the

bone. Deep down inside, he

has a heart of gold.

into marvelous forms, like a termite or a fish.

He also plays a mean fiddle.

Conga
What Rare game would be

complete without a pair of

simian misfits like Conga and

his chimpy friend. To win
some Jigsaws, you'll have to

defeat characters like Conga,

and unlike bosses in many
games, you may run into

many of these bloated bad-

dies in a single area.

Captain Blubber
The old sea hippo is one
of many bit players

who show up to pre-

sent our heroes with

puzzles or tasks.

W

On the icypopes of Freezeezy

Peak, the warm-hearted

Boggy needs a helping paw
frdfn his bear cousin, Banjo.



A STUDY IN MOTION
The many moves in Banjo-Kazooie range from simple to

complex, but you don't need to remember them all at once.

You learn moves as you progress by talking to Bottles the

mole. When a new move becomes essential for passing a

stage, Bottles will be there to teach you how it's done. Some

of the moves are for Banjo, while others

are performed by Kazooie. To get anywhere

in the Witch's Lair, you'll need to use them both.

Below, we've demonstrated some of the 24 moves, but

you'll have to read next month's review to see them al

rj I Kazooie Flight

I
Kazooie takes over on

the flight pad, haulingH Banjo along lor a wild

•j
|

ride in the sky. Red

w "T'*~: y^i feathers keep Kazooie

l'. .as - ,,'^3 airborne for longer t,

Banjo Punch
Banjo swings hisap uanju avvinys lllb

| mighty arms and
I swaggers forward

I to punch enemies
I or obstacles. periods.

Beak Buster
While in the air,

Kazooie dive-

bombs straight

down to peck
helpless foes or to

activate ground

switches.

Forward

Attack Roll
Banjo bowls over

the competition

with a neat

somersault.

Rat-a-tat Rap
When Banjo

jumps, and pokes
her beak at ene-

mies, Kazooie pops
out of her back-

Talon Trot
After flipping

Banjo onto her back,

Kazooie can race at

high speed and scram-
ble up steep slopes

without slipping.

Bear & Bird

Paddle
With Banjo kicking,

your progress is slow
but your control is

tight. If Kazooie flaps

herrings under

water, you'll move

Egg Shots
From the front,

Kazooie can fire

out eggs like

cannon shots.

From the back,

the eggs sort of

plop out.
vvuici, yuu II IHUVC i

much faster. On the surface, you’ll cruise
al ohg using Banjo's bear paddle.
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"I'LL HALE YO(J KNOW THAT SHOOTING EGGS TAKES CONCENTRATION
AND AS MUCH EFFORT AS....WELL. WE WONT GO INTO THAT BUT NO
BEAR OR HUMAN CAN DO IT. YOU JUST WATCH WHAT YOU WRITE."



^Once you learn how to get around, you'll have to

learn What getting around gets you. The most impor-

tant items in Banjo-Kazooie are the golden Jigsaw

pjgffes-and the golden Notes. By fitting Jigsaws pieces

Tnto the pictures, you'll complete the picture and

^unlock a door somewhere in the game world. Other

items include eggs, feathers, Mumbo Tokens, and

i special items like the Wading Boots. While some

L items are out in the open just asking to be found,

many items have been hidden away or placed in

difficult-to-reach locations. To win other Jigsaw

pieces, you'll have to fight a boss,

figure out a puzzle, perform

some astounding feat, or win a J

minigame. No previous adven- I

ture has had this much variety.
'

Notes activate and

open Note Doors.

You must collect

the number of

notes that appears

above the door if

you wish to enter. In

every stage, you'll

also find 100 notes

scattered about.

With each power flap, Kazooie gains

altitude, but uses up one red feather.

Pifhoneyc|mbs come in two types. Collect six

hollow honeycomb pieces to add one solid hon-

eycomb to your life bar. Regular honeycombs fill

up your life bar.

Each world holds ten Jigsaws, and other Jigsaws

can be found in the Witch's Lair. Since Jigsaws are

the most important items in the game, you can

bet that most of them are hard to collect. In most
cases you'll have to solve puzzles, beat bosses,

or perform extraordinary feats of endurance or

skill to earn a Jigsaw.
These special feathers form a shield

that protects both bird and bear from

attacks when in use. jes

Special items can be

anything from the gold

treasure lostiby Captain

Blubber to the Waders that

protect Kazooie from infested

water. They Ire most often

used for short term gains on»

to solve puzzles.

Powerful magic resides in these silver

skulls. Collect as many tokens as is indicat-

ed on the sign in Mumbo's hut, then give

them to the witch doctor. In turn, Mumbo
will transform our heroes into new forms.

Jinjos are characters, but they're also a

sort of item. If you collect all five Jinjos

from an area, you'll geta Jigsaw

NINTENDO POWER



WHERE WITCHES DARE
All the characters, moves and items come together in

the nine wonderful worlds of Banjo-Kazooie, not to

mention Gruntilda's sprawling Lair. The game begins at

in the glen there is sunshine and flowers. Here, before

you enter the Lair, Bottles will teach you many of the

basic moves and give you a chance to practice them.

Once you feel ready to move on, you'll cross the high

THE ROVING EYE
For those of you who played Mario 64, which is just

about everyone who loves games, you know how impor-

tant it is to be able to see things from different angles in a

3-D world. The programmers at Rare devised an excellent

system for moving the camera perspective to different

angles. The most useful

i unlit. I i-'
^

when you push the R

Button. When you press

directly

acters while the bottom C Button zooms the

view in and out. The top C Button gives you a

first-person perspective, great for looking all

around, but you can't move Banjo and Kazooie

when you're using this perspective.

your

characters and follows

alongjThe left and right C
Buttons rotate your view

the central char-
Keeping the camera Behind your

Uk j|H| heroic pair is often the best way to

•jyjpr' see what's going on.

Sometimes it's useful to ha\

angle view when jumping. Check out your surroundings by usiY

the first-person camera option.
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"I HAVE MORE MAGIC IN MV NOSE HAIR

THAN THAT QUACK WITCH DOCTOR HAS
IN HIS ENTIRE HUT."

"IT'S ABOUT TIME YOU GOT IT RIGHT. IT DOES
TAKE SKILL TO SHOOT EGGS AND DEFEAT AN APE
THE SIZE OF A BUILDING. THAT'S WHY I'M A STAR.

1



k One Jigsaw piece will gain you entrance into

Ht this alpine wonderland where Mumbo lives

Wj amidst some pretty strange neighbors. It is a

small world that's not overly dangerous-a

good place to practice your new skills and learn

a few more from Bottles. The highlights

include a fight with Conga the big ape at

the top of an orange tree, your meeting

with Mumbo, and your trip into the ter-

mite hill after Mumbo transforms you.

This formation of stones holds a trove of items.The pond contains secret treasures, so you'

want to take a dip.

Conga hurls ofarrtjt&trom the top of the tree. This is

where Kazooie learns to shoot her eggs, which takes

great skill and cunning on her part.

TREASURE TROVE COVE
Treasure Trove Cove is the best place to go next because out over the sea. On

9
~ 'a

4© t 1. j

action pick up on the desert island, the puzzles start turn- Every palm is crowned with items and every cave holds a

ing into real brain-burners. Most of the Jigsaws are hidden mystery. What a great place for a vacation.

away, and require considerable effort by both

bear and l|ird to retrieve. The dangers are many,

like the giant shark in the water,

snapping treasure chests, the

crabs on the beach, the Hermit

Crab, and spiny fish. Ah, but

the views ate tremendous. You

[

can climb the cliffs and look

the giant shark

Draining this rilrsterious roopis even

more puzzling than the puzzle on the

floor of the chamber.

© NINTENDO POWER



ELSEWHERE IN THE LAIR
Mumbo's Mountain and Treasure Trove Cove are just the rest of Banjo and Kazooie's journey as the^fcross

the beginning. The action really starts picking up when burning deserts, climb frozen mountains, explore Click

you move on to Clanker's Cavern and Bubblegloop Clock Wood, enter a mansion full of monsters and set

Swamp. We leave you with some tantalizing images of sail on the bad ship HMS Gruntilda. Bon voyage!

Look for Brentilda in

unlikely places for

vital clues that

you'll use at the

conclusion of the

game.

The sphynx and the pyramids hold

many secrets.

Freezeezy Mountain reminds Banjo of winter and
sleep, but there's no time to rest.

of Dream." That dreamt
coctenama

L* and the realityShT noM/ rea,
'h

I ne*‘™nth^
With you We'll h'y

to 9° home

I /'^overage nth'T^'^V
Nintendo Power LhtilT

'Ssue of

It takes a lot of pluck for a bird to brave

these rotating knives.

when Banjo and oo/e come home
l^

',

"IT'S GOOD TO SHE YOU AGAIN. AFTER SINGLE-HANDEDLY

DEFEATING THE WIZPIG. I DECIDED TO COME HERE AND
START A CHOIR."



998 Acclaim Entertainment,id?/

The world's riches are yours for the

taking In Acclaim's stomach-churning

Forsaken 64. All you have to do is get

past the trigger-happy security robots.

EARTH IS CONDEMNED
In 2113 the human race blew itself to opportunists from all corners of the galaxy

smithereens while experimenting with fly in on their anti-grav pioncydes, only

subatomica manipulation. Now the galac- one thing stands between them and

tic theocracy has voted earth condemned untold riches: the earth s automated robot

and anything on the planet that can be sal- defense network. The armed mechanoids

vaged is up for grabs. As rogues and won't give up without

© NINTENDO POWER



FORSAKEN 64

REAL TIME. REAL SPACE. REAL COOL.
Welcome to the world of Forsaken. You are a space rogue out and the walls blur as your bike surges forward in a real-time,

to make a buck in one of the deadliest sectors in the universe, real-space, 3-D environment. Nudge the control stick and

Forsaken may look like another Doom clone, but it offers an instantly roll your pioncycle into a dizzying spin, but don't

impressive balance of puzzles and fiight-sim style dogfights, stop to figure out which way is up or down-easy targets are

Play control is futuristic and responsive. Tap the accelerator roadkill on this dark planet.

As you twist and turn through Forsaken s levels, the walls

and corridors flip all around you. Navigating through the

gyrating passages is confusing. Retracing your route while

flying upside down can make you think you're in unexplored

territory. Although it’s tough to keep your bearings while

you're dodging laser beams, each area in a maze usually has

a different color. Remember the wall colors as you explore.

©

NINTENDO

64
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SCUM OF THE UNIVERSE
The salvage operation on earth is an open invitation to looters Use these rogues for single and multiplayer action, but don't be

throughout the universe, including these slimy opportunists, surprised if you find a hidden character or two.

LDKASEMNA

Born to be wild, biker Beard and
his skeletal sidecar buddy. Mad
Dog, rove the galactic highways.

An escapee from a freaky/xen

circus, knife throvviqg Nipt is c
out for ^iis sort of gory work.

TftUCKER

Lokasenna belongs to a secret

society determined to meld man
and machine into one.

An enraged saurian trapped in a

steel womb, Foetoid plans on

making his cloning creators pay.

EARL SLEEKL.A.JAY CLARK CULVER

Solar wave surfing Jay sacri-

fices his rays to cash in on the

abandonded treasures left

behind on earth.

After trucking long-haul oper-

ations to condemned solar

systems. Trucker is now his

own boss.

A gambler and a cheat, Culver

knows when to hold ‘em, when
to fold 'em and when to blow
'em away.

As The "Earl" will tell you, his

fine tailored clothes are sharp-

er than most people's brains.

DESTRUCTIVE DEVICES
No matter how fast you think you can ride, your pioncyde is won't improve until you know exactly how and when to pull

only as good as the weapons it carries. Your survival odds the trigger-without your enemy knowing that you're there.

Trojax guns seem weak until you

charge them up and unleash them on a

hapless foe.

All pioncycles are equipped with Mug
rockets when they leave the showroom.

Suss Guns are rapid-fire, long-range,

gatling-style guns that do little damage.
At the tip of every Solaris missile is a

highly intelligent, heat-seeking computer.

The blue blast from Gravgons will tem-
porarily trap anything inside a force field.

Lasers are powerful, double-beam
weapons that devour your energy supply.

Scatter Missiles break loose all the

weapons attached to a target pioncycl

All pioncycles start with shields. You must

The Multiple Fire Rocket Launchers have
a fast rate of fire with little accuracy.

These are powered-up variations of the

I standard equipment on your pioncycle.

Titans have the biggest bang, but you'l

to flee from the explosion radiuses.

Pine Mines fire missiles at anything stu-

pid enough to fly within their range.

Keep collecting Power Pod/
triple your beam weapon's pc

Whatever touches a group of Purge

Mines is instantly tom into little pieces.

Like front-seat air bags. Pulsars are

standard equipment on all pioncycles.

These megaton wonders deliver the

largest explosion radius in the game.
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GET A GAME PLAN
While knowing something about combat flight simulators and self into lots of big trouble. What you need is a solid game
Doom-done games will help you deliver destructive woe to plan to get you out of it. When you're tired of being blown to

your foes, your experience could be just enough to get your- bits, check out our favorite single-player strategies.

VOLUME 108

Your standard MUG rockets and Pulsar bolts won't dish out damage to many foes.

Start looking around for weapons as soon as you start

the game. Finding Power Pods and Solaris

missiles should be a high priority for ^
starting out in single-player mode. % j

- k

Nearly everything and everyone has a bigger

weapon than you do at the start of a mission.

Your top priority should be to locate and cap-
ture new weapons before the enemy finds you.

There's nothing

the CPU defenses

like more than trading

shots with a stationary target. There are often

countless computer-controlled enemies and

only one of you. Don't be a sitting duck-take

your best shot, then quickly move to a new

location so you don't take a hit.

CRUSH THE
The tiny defense robots TE

you find throughout

most mazes are so easf
|

to defeat that you might

be tempted to ignore

them. The truth is that

the little guys often s#

pack a big wallop that

with the same unforgiving respect-and hit them before

they hit you.

REGENERATING E N E M
in later stages you'll encounter areas stocked -r.—
with rewnerating enemies. As soon as you

destroy one or two, another will appear to take

the place of its fallen robotic comrade. Put

some space between you and the robots, and

try taking them out from a distance before they

can close to return fire.

NINTENDO

64
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PUZZLES, PERILS AND PLUTONIUM
While the earth has been stripped of all life, the Mechanoid planet surface. Single-player mode isn't just about blasting

Defense Force (MDF), a cooperative group of robotic sen- everything in sight. Your brain is the most deadly weapon in

tries, still patrols the underground complexes beneath the your arsenal-use it to solve these tricks and traps.

_T I M E R 5 AND
Many doors in the game are locked,

especially the ones leading to rooms

filled with power-ups and enemies.

Some portals can be unlocked by a

remote switch or timer. Hit the switch

with your pioncyde or a blast from

your weapons, then retrace your route

to any of the locked doors you encoun-

tered earlier in the level. If you hit a

timer, be sure to quickly search for the

doors before time expires.

Hit the remote switch to start

the timer, then quickly search

the rest of the level before the

door can close.

CATCH THE ORB
The Golden Orb of Matter is one of the most prized MDF
treasures. If you could steal it, the theft migftt ’create a vd^ver-

sion big enough for a rider to sneak past the Babalas defens-

es. Four bounty hunters share your plan, so it's a free-for-all

race to get to the orb. While it's tempting to chase after

rivals, you'll live longer if you take your time and blast any-

one stupid enougti to cross your path.

STABILIZERS
Looters beware: the Tolchok Reactor is about to

melt down, destroying anything that could be

salvaged. The only way to avert disaster is to

locate five Stabilizer Crystals and place them

inside the atomic core. It's too bad the now-

deceased physicists didn't bother to deactivate

the reactor's defense droids.
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PROTECT THE DRONE
A slow-moving carrier drone is your only ticket out of this

wretched bunker. Scout ahead of the drone and dispatch the

armed base security system, then locate all the railway switch-

es to guide the drone through the maze. The bunker is honey-

combed with hidden passages and rooms, so don't be surprised

if enemies keep coming back to ambush the carrier long after

you'd thought you neutralized every enemy.

Beat the munition plant tanks
by alternating between firing

and moving until the enemy
falls apart.

In an effort to stop the looting once and

for all, the MDF has launched a coun-

'ififoffensive on your base. To survive, you

must defend the four reactor cores that

power your base while drawing the ene- _ -
. ^

mies' fire. This mission is one of the toughest in the game, since the kS1

'

trick is to shoot down the attackers while making sure that your reactor

cores don't get hit in the fury of the crossfire.

FOUR VOLATILE P
Inside a munitions plant are four pieces of the infa-

mous Black-Hole Gun. Your mission is to locate and

capture all four pieces. Three of the pieces are

already in the hands of*other bounty hunters, but

the fourth piece is held by the mysterious Aqua-

Force-1 . Besides dealing with rivals, you'll have to

dodge the munitions plant's roving tanks and auto-

mated cannons. Your best chance for survival is to

proceed slowly, but keep moving to avoid being an

easy target. The trick to t|p|anks and can-

nons is to fire and move so the enemy can't lock

your pioncyde in its sights.

MUCKING AROUND BEN
The Parisian sewer system is a conduit for the mechanized armies

controlling the city ruins. You'll have barely enough time to

destroy ^jl the enemies, so don't waste seconds collecting all the

countless power-ups hidden in the shadows. Keep a Titan missile

ready so you can quickly dispatch the groups of droids waiting to

ambush you. Some robots are armed with Gravgon Missiles, so

dodge their fire to avoid the force field traps.

VOLUME 108



MULTIPLAYER MAYHEM
Forsaken's multiplayer mode is packed with options and van- ers into the fray. Unlike the mechanized drones in the single-

ety. The clarity of the game's graphics and play control rival player game, these computer-controlled riders are excep-

the quality found in GoldenEye 007's outstanding multiplay- tionally smart and know when to fight and flee, enhancing

er mode, but Forsaken features an option for adding ^PU rid- the game's challenge and replay value.

MAX FRAGS ^/ /
''

Just in case you've been working on

your pioncycle in a remote corner of

the galaxy, a "frag" is a kill tally—and

your frag total is the number of times

you've defeated other players in a

match. As the name suggests, the win-

ner of the mode is the gamer with the

most kills. Before starting a Max Frags

match, you and your rivals will have to

agree on a Frag Limit. Frag Limits can nitlftuaH

range from five to fifty. The first player

to reach the Frag Limit wins the game.
'

It's a good idea to set up your games

with a low Frag Limit number, unless I f
. /.x

you've stocked up on food and bever- <f E?'
ages and you're ready to play all day.

L T MAN
Last Man mode is an elimination contest that ends when only one rider is still

flying around the arena. Players start with from three to ten lives. Depending

Man can be a mat^mvSvIr^SriwlS^^SgSPalBances
or a quick and chaotic anarchy with everyone blasting

anything and everything that moves. The action gets

intense when two or three inexperienced gamers *

agree to gang up to take out a Forsaken veteran.

Just remember that your informal and

impromptu pacts won't last forever in Last

Man-only one player can win, so sooner or

later, you'll have to turn on your allies before

they betray you.
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While it's a blast to bring our readers the breaking news on games in develop-

ment, Forsaken was still under construction when we shipped this article off to

the printers. There's a pretty good chance that the programmers at Probe will

revise a few game features before Forsaken

touches down on store shelves. We're totally

transfixed by the game's stunning graphics, ! )

pounding soundtrack and challenging game play,

so it's a sure bet that we'll still be playing it next *
.

month. But we won't forsake you. Look for more ’

.

survival strategies and a possible game change or

two in the June issue.

FORSAKEN 64

BOMB TAGnW

Only one player gets a weapon in Bomb Tag, but if you don't get rid of it before

the timer counts down to zero, you'll end up blown to smithereens. The player

who carries the bomb for the shortest amount of time wins the match. One trick

to avoiding the bomb is to unload it and quickly find a place to hide. Remember
to turn your craft into a wall or dark comer so other players will have a tough time

determining where you're hiding if they're trying to peek at your screen.

Yeah, yeah, we know Battle Mode is a one-player

game, but it plays exactly like a multiplayer match.

Instead of a split screen view, you'll have a full view

of the action against the CPU-controlled bounty

hunters. Battle Mode has three

difficulty levels and uses both b \

the single-player and multiplay-

er levels and arenas. You have

three lives to use to make it ^ i !f*

through the eight stages. ^ ^
Ultra-challenging

Battle Mode is a sin-

gle player game, but

you play it just like any
other multiplayer

IT'<; FAR FROM r>V/FR
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Fresh Faces
As you probably know, completing GoldenEye 007 on Agent

mode will enable a number of extra characters in

Multiplayer mode. This code will unlock all those characters

plus 31 more, for a total of 64 selectable characters!

The code must be entered on the Character Select screen

in Multiplayer mode. It has ten separate steps, and you must

release all buttons between each step. Use the Control Pad,

not the Control Stick, to enter the directional commands.

Luckily, you won't have to complete the game to get the

code to work. Incidentally, most of these characters are

actually modeled after Rare employees, including some of

the kitchen staff!

Step Hold Press
1 L and R Left C
2 L Top C
3 L and R Left

4 L Right

5 R Down
6 L and R Left C
7 L Top C
8 L and R Right
9 L and R Bottom C

10 L Down

Round Select

Change the name of the first

player on the Japan team to

YUJI. You'll then be able to

skip to any round in the Road
to World Cup mode.

Player Points

To give yourself unlimited skill

points in the Player Edit mode,
change the name of the first

player on the Vancouver team
(USA conference) to DAVE.

Some of the characters have the

same faces as other characters

,

though their costumes differ.

Aaahh! It's Rosika, the killer

cleaning lady! Run! Run like

the wind!!

World Cup Wrap-Up
We'll kick off this month's installment of Classified Info with

the rest of the codes for FIFA Road to the World Cup '98. As

with last month's codes, all of these cheats are activated by

renaming the first player of a specific team. Select the

Customize Squad option and then the Player Edit option.

Select the appropriate team and then press Down to high-

light the first player's name. Press A to select that player.

Once you've changed his name (use all capital letters), press

Start twice and then B to return to the main menu.

Cine Celebration

Name the first player of the

Japan team (Zone 3-AFC con-
ference) NORIE. Enter Road to

World Cup mode. On the Round
Select screen, press Z, left C
and top C simultaneously to

access a cinema scene menu.

urn
CIA&S FHO
Ikl O

MEMBER IDENTIFICATION #

C.2UI -.4*' IIAJ'J

r» FIFA q8 ft Ct
ROAD TO THE WORLD CUP^

A7~Tft
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Play Hs Robert the Practice Dummy
Our code breakers have figured out how to enable the secret

characters in Fighter's Destiny, but there's a catch: the codes

will work only if the Master gives them to you! Every time

you complete a one-player game, the Master will give you a

special move. He may also give you a code to unlock a secret

character, but this is a random event. We played the game

until the Master told us how to unlock Robert: play the

Record Attack game on Fastest mode and defeat all oppo-

nents in one minute or less.

Stop the madness
OK, now we're beginning to be just a little disturbed. Every

time we think we've reached the bottom of the QB Club bar-

rel, a few new codes float to the surface. What does Midway

think this game is-Mortal Kombat?! At any rate, you know

the drill: Enter all codes on the Cheat menu, and you'll hear

a tone if you enter a code correctly. Most codes will work

together, and there's no limit to the number of codes you can

activate. Got that? Now if you'll excuse us, we're going to

play QB one more time, just in case...

Big Twisters

Type in BGTWSTRS on the

Cheat menu to make the ball

carrier spin continuously.

You'd better watch out for

the fumble!

Playing through the game will If you prove your worth, the

be the only way to unlock all Master may eventually trust

the secret characters. you with his secrets.

OLYMPICS 98

Hermann's Headstand
We named this trick in honor of Hermann Maier, the

Austrian Olympian who wiped out spectacularly in the

Downhill, only to go on to a Gold Medal in Super G! In the

Freestyle Aerial event, don't touch any buttons until you take

off, then press B repeatedly until you land. Yowza!

If your timing is right, you'll

land and then ski the rest of

the way on your head.

You won't get any points for

this trick, but it's fun to

watch, especially in Replay!

Super Big firms

To max out your players' arm
strength, enter SPRBGRMS
on the Cheat menu. Now let’s

try that stiff arm move one

more time!

Super Tackle

This code will give the advan-

tage to the tackling player and

make downing an opponent
much easier. To activate the

code, enter SPRDPRTCKL on

the Cheat menu.

ITIine Field mode
To litter the field with mines,

enter MNFLDMD on the Cheat
menu. Oh, you'll make ten

yards, all right-flying through

the air!



JAMES BOND

Special fTloue Swipe
Though we're usually pretty methodical when we search for

codes, sometimes we discover them just by accident. We
were playing WCW vs. NWO for fun when we stumbled

across this trick. To use one of your opponent's signature

moves against him, build up your power meter until it says,

"Special." Now get your opponent into a strong grapple and

then press A and B simultaneously. It's that simple!

Card Game Passwords
If you were James Bond, people would always be shooting at

you. On the other hand, you'd get to attend a lot of swanky

parties at exclusive casinos. We can't turn you into 007, but

these passwords will enable you to play the bonus card

games at any time. Start a game and select an empty save

file. Enter BJACK as your name to play blackjack, BACCR for

baccarat or REDOG for red dog. Your deal, Mr. Bond-

See? Just mashing buttons

can be useful sometimes!
Select an empty save file and

enter the appropriate name.
My word, 007! You'll break the

bank for sure!

Paster Time Trial

Even though we knew about this code when Tetris Attack

was released, it somehow got lost in the shuffle, and we
failed to print it. Several observant readers prodded us about

this code recently, so here it is: turn on your deck, wait for

Yoshi to say, "Nintendo," then press B, A, L and L. One-play-

er Time Trial games will now run faster than usual.

Head Case
Last month's Code Hunter Corner featured a little April

Fools' joke, but in reality, the "Case of the Big Head" wasn't

entirely fictional. Paul Shinoda, our head code hunter,

underwent jaw surgery in December. With his face swollen

like a big balloon, he graciously volunteered to be the sub-

ject of our April Fools' feature. Thanks, Paul!

You'll hear a tone if the code
entered correctly.

There won't be very much of a

difference above level 50.

This post-operation photo of

Paul was doctored a bit, but

not much!

Don't worry-his face didn'

stay that way. He's now w
on his way to recovery.
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LEGEND II

Hold Select, B and Start on the Press Left or Right to scroll

Title screen to activate the through the musical selec-
Sound Test. tions and press A to play.

Instant Reset
Here's a quick code for Wario's latest Game Boy adventure:

to reset your game, press Select, Start, A and B simultane-

ously. You can use this code at any time.

CrOUKEmtBkr,
Sound Test
The Final Fantasy titles for the Game Boy were truly leg-

endary, and all three (FF Adventure, FF Legend and FF

Legend II) are being rereleased. To access a Sound Test in FF

Legend II, hold Select, B and Start on the Title screen.

Dancing Duke
We'll close this month's column with three fun tricks for The

Duke. The first two tricks. Little Duke and Big Duke, were

sent to us via our web site. The third, Dancing Duke, we
stumbled upon while testing the first two tricks. You must

have the Invincibility cheat to do these tricks.

To create a Little Duke, start a Cooperative or a

Dukematch game with the Invincibility off. Have one Duke
shoot the other with the Shrinker. Go to the Cheat menu and

turn the Invincibility on and then off. Now return to your

game. Presto! Little Duke will remain small for the rest of the

game or until he gets stepped on. Unfortunately, Little Duke
won't be able to carry or fire weapons.

To create a Big Duke, hit the other player with the

Expander. Let him grow, but pause your game before he

explodes. Turn the Invincibility on and then off. Return to

your game. Big Duke will function normally, but he'll also be

a very easy target!

If you're in a dancing mood, shoot one of the Dukes with

the Expander and then pause the game before he explodes.

Access the Cheat menu and turn the Invincibility option on.

Return to your game. Access the Cheat menu again and turn

Invincibility off. Now Duke's "death" animation will repeat

over and over, making it look like he's doing a twisted

version of the hokey-pokey!
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In the Cho-Dama kingdom, floating roller-coaster

' ramps and stacks of spinning tracks form towering

roadways that climb to the heavens. An ancient civilization

erected the sacred towers, but their purpose, like the sky-scraping

towers themselves, remains up in the air. To Iggy, a roly-poly wad of

reptile, the answer is clear: The towers are mere playgrounds for

him and his Reckin' Ball pals to race through, then destroy. That is,

if the towers' inhabitants don't stop them. But then again, we know

the shortcuts around them.

Acclaim takes.
racing to the *2
next level and*J
above by
expanding the*i
genre vertically;
with iggy, ':«

you'll have *2
a ball, but
neverending *2
dangers will .’»•«

make your tripS
a tough one.
At least wit1i«

k our roundup*
I of shortcut: £
I and tricks,^!

NINTENDO POWER
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The game features ten worlds, and hidden in each one (with the exception of

the first world) is a secret racer, like the ninja. While the developers at Iguana

revealed to us that there is barely any difference between the characters' speed

or grappling abilities, one look at these eight main racers will show that they're

nonetheless a diverse and well-rounded crew.

. _ s Iggy who has arranged

the races to determine who
is worthy of destroying the

towers. Hence, he's the

game's star.

KM'CKT

O
Russia's round rescue robot

doesn't bounce along the

tracks like other racers.

Instead, mechanical Rob-ert

hovers.

Pink and perky, Q-Tee is one
of the few female Reckin'

Balls. She's not Iggy's

girlfriend, but a hidden

character is.

If anyone wants to scare up

a victory against Iggy, it's

Narlie, a pumpkin head
who'll use tricks and treats

to win.

From Iceland comes Chatter,

who is all smiles, especially

when he grapples an oppo-

nent with his whip-like

Hip Charlie's no square. This

smoothy grapples with his

gold chain, and he rounds

out the friendlier bunch

of racers.

When controlled by the

CPU, ponytailed Amanda
tends to be very ruthless,

aggressive and eager to pick

a fight.

MlMMk /JiJ5

Tap the A Button to make your ball

jump. For more hang time, hold down
the A Button to make your ball jump
then briefly hover, giving you enough
time to grapple on to something.

To run circles around the other Reckin' Balls, you'll need to juggle the game's three

main maneuvers: jumping, grappling and rolling. Each move is just a button*

press away, but your key to success is knowing when and where to do it.

offers four preset Controller configurations, but all our Controller

based on the default setup.

VOLUME 108 (43



Once you've mastered the game's three basic moves, you'll be able to round out

your techniques with a few racing tricks that will keep your ball rolling. In the

diagrams below, the red ball depicts your opponent, who's a little clueless and

isn't taking our advice. The blue ball, on the other hand, shows what you should

be doing when you're informed and on the ball.

A Blue Projectile will cruise

along one stretch of track until

it hits something, while Red and

Yellow Projectiles will seek out

specific racers.

By using Slo-Mo, you'll be able to

keep or take the lead. The power-up

will slow down other racers while

leaving your pace unaffected.

An enemy's Freeze Blast will trap

you in an ice cube, but you won't be

frozen stiff. To keep things rolling,

hit the Z Button to turbo-boost.

If an opponent activates Reverse

Controls, your ball will turn red and

respond with the movement oppo-

site to your Controller command.

To climb quickly, grap-

ple platforms when
you've reached your

jump's peak height. As
soon as you pull up to

the next level, your

ball will hang in midair

for a split second.

Before your ball lands,

quickly jump and grap-

ple to take advantage

of your extra altitude.

Rolling down steep

slopes may be a fast

ride, but it's not

always the quickest

route. By leaping off

the hilltops, you may
be able to grapple on

to a higher platform.

Plus, ifthere turns

out to be nothing to

grab on to, you'll land

back on track with

no time lost.

Getting attacked by

another racer can

sometimes work in

your favor. If an

enemy grapples and

throws your ball, your

foe may inadvertently

hurl you into the lead.

As you sail through

the air, grapple to the

nearest platform—it

may get you closer to

the finish.

If a course begins with

stacked tracks that

you must climb, start

your race by dropping

into the water

beneath your track.

While pressing the A
Button, push the

Control Stick down.

Once you splash down,
your ball will bounce
up a few stories to

give you a jump start.

stars. You'll find them either along the tracks or

other racers and slam them into the ground. By

running over a yellow star, you'll randomly

six main types of power-up. The Z Button

it, and, with the exception of Invincibility

power-ups will whammy every one of

r^m i»r
To be unstoppable, reach for a

star. The Invincibility power-up

will temporarily protect you
from attacks, as well as inc

your speed.
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Inch ahead of the power-up at the

end of the first conveyer belt, then

drop to the track below. Follow

the road to the upward jumper. If

you roll into it, you'll launch yourself

close to the finish line.

tower tower

You'll bounce by a few jumpers that

are flanked by arrows. Always
approach the jumpers from the side

with the down arrow by it; if you

approach the up-arrow side, your

trip to the top will be longer.

Using fans will usually save you

time. Jump into this fan's gust, but

keep the Control Stick still so that

the draft will carry you straight up.

Ride the wind until you can grapple

on to the red conveyer belt.

If you bounce out of Downtown's ten courses with the highest average score,

you'll unlock the next four worlds. The first is Candy Lane, where all is not

sweet. Its broken and unconnected streets are in need of more bridgework than

any trick-or-treaters who'd try to eat the peppermint-coated highways. Even less

appetizing is the increased presence of Cho-Dama enemies.

tower.

You can skip the b

taking a more diff

than diving down
slope, wait for th

form. When it slic

the archway and
\

tower

my
In Arcade Mode, you'll race and battle against three CPU-controlled balls

|

through the Championship Circuit's ten worlds. Downtown is the first world,
]

and its tangle of roads will pave the way for the more elaborate towers to come.
|

Downtown's basic setup makes for ideal training grounds, and its stacks of 1

streets will help polish your jump-and-grapple skills.

MMM 1NII
As you climb up the stacks of circu-

lar roads, roll down the blue con-

veyer belt instead of grappling high-

er. At the end of the belt is a magic

warp that will teleport you past an

entire stack of roads.

mvm ju
fill

daj? cj
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tower
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If you park your ball on top of the

blower, your racer will float through

the upper platform's gap. If you
don't catch enough air the first time

the blower puffs you upward, wait
for its second wind to fly you higher.

_.w ,

NiMIM
IMttt
If you trudge uphill, you'll slog

across a stretch of platform

smothered with green toxic slime

that will slow you down even more.

Instead, back into the Side

Bouncer, then jump and grapple

once you reach the hilltop.

J'JZ ii t*

MU, J
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Spinning beneath the starting line is

a circular track that has an upward
jumper . To safely land on the lower

track, head left or right from your

starting point. As soon as you
reach a red arrow, drop down.

NINTENDO
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The Cho-Dama civilization not only built their sacred towers high in the clouds,

but they also built them far beneath the sea. In the Deep, the Reckin' Ball cours-

es begin to feature more forks, alternate paths, and false shortcuts. Sometimes,

the lower road will take you to the top, so navigate cautiously-one wrong turn

in the Deep just might beach your ball.

[tower] [tower)mx
MiUTIN
Grapple up the platforms that float

near the bottom of the red convey-

er belt. On the top platform sits a

magic warp accompanied by an

arrow that alternately points up
and down. Enter the warp when the

arrow points up.

Rather than hopping into the fan,

plop onto the platform below and
launch yourself from the jumpers.

The fan will lift you a few stories

only, while the jumper will blast you

to the level just below the finish.

[tower]

On the final stretch, the platforms

spin like a stack of horizontal pro-

pellers. To avoid waiting for the

platform above to spin within reach,

toss the Spikies, then grapple

through the center (the axis) of

each track.

After warping, you'll materialize on

a U-shaped track. One end of the

track features a jumper, while the

other end features a blower. Enter

the blower, float as high as the air

will take you, then glide right.

Back on dry land, the racers will dry off by jetting around the sandy shores of

Soft Sun Bay. The Cho-Dama civilization must have been sun-worshipers,

because the bay's tracks will be the most elaborate tracks you'll encounter thus

far. Moreover, the courses will seem like a boardwalk roller coaster, with their

steeper hills, larger loops, and faster moving platforms.

[tower* [tower]
PtNGJfcttMUMMYFANFARE

When you reach the trio of fans,

leap over them while pushing your

Control Stick diagonally up. If you

catch enough air, you'll be able to

propel yourself up to the third plat-

form that floats overhead.

On the last leg of the course, your

Reckin’ Ball will become a pinball

as it bounces from jumper to

jumper. By keeping your Control

Stick still as the jumpers bop you

around, you'll automatically land on

each jumper.

[tower] [tower]TNG
MNIIHINi MW MtP
When you reach the tower of dis-

appearing tracks, move sideways

as you grapple your way up. The
tower is visible at certain angles,

so keep your view of it rotating so

you can catch frequent glimpses of

the tracks.

After latching on to the rotating cir-

cular platform, stay in place. If you

stay where you boarded the plat-

form, you’ll be able to drop directly

onto the next racing strip when
your platform swings above it.



Iggy's Reckin' Balls rolls out

100 courses, so you're

bound to have a few dozen

favorites. In Mix-Up Mode,

you can single out those

favorites and mix them

together in a personalized

racing circuit. Once you've

assigned a track to all ten

open slots in Mix-Up

Mode's racing schedule, you

can begin the wreckin' and

racin' for the gold medal.

Like Arcade Mode, your

customized world will be

worth a maximum of 100

points, with every gold

medal finish earning ten

points, silver earning five,

and bronze earning two.

In Mix-Up, you can create a racing

circuit using any of the 100 towers.

Since the circuit is ten races long,

you can represent each world.

In Battle Mode, you can fight up to three other balls, CPU- or

human-controlled, in a battle royal. In addition to using power-

ups, "grappler-to-grappler" combat will bolster your offense.

When a racer rolls within reach, hit the B Button and you'll

grab then slam your opponent. For the Advanced Grapple-

Slam, toggle the Control Stick left and right once someone's in

your clutches. If you perform the maximum of four slams in a

row, you'll win a power-up. To execute the devastating 360°

Spin-Grapple, hit the B Button to grab, push the Control Stick

up, then move the Stick in a full circle.

f r < r r “
In addition to racing the

three CPU racers in Arcade

Mode, you can speed

through Time Trial and Vs.

Mode. Up to four people

can simultaneously race in

Vs. Mode, a circuit competi-

tion that features no CPU
racers. In Time Trial, you're

on your own, racing solo

through a single lap to set a

record time. Since no rival

racers appear in Time Trial,

it's the safest environment

for exploring the tracks. But

even if you know the cours-

es, it'll be a whole new ball

game once the other racers

show up in Arcade Mode.

Race against the clock in Time Trial

to test your rolling and grappling

reflexes, or go head-to-head against

friends in Versus Mode.

Battle Mode allows you to pit your Reckin' Ball against any combination of two,
three or four CPU- and human-driven balls. Put the fear into other spheres by
catching them with a power-up trap and then tossing them into the acid below.

Secrets still abound and bounce i

including the world of Funkville and the hid-

den Elvis impersonator. And even after the

credits have rolled once you've aced every

world, the game will unveil one last surprise:

Iggy's Challenge, where you just might finally

win access to using Iggy's girlfriend, Val.

f
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We hope\ou can foNrusted, soldier, because we're

about to let you in on 6ome of'QHake 64 s best kept secrets! Midway
has included four hidden levels in thisg^nie, and we'll tell you everything you

need to know to pull through themjike a trooper! And as if that weren't enough

reason to keep reacji^ig, |ve'll also^spill ms^b^ans on your final battle!
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To begin the level with a quick bonus, grab the Pentagram of

Protection in front of the Ziggurat and run into the lava pool

off to its right. Sink down into the lava, turn right, and swim
through the archway. Now just pop out of the pool, grab the

Quad Damage, and head through the Slipgate.

NINTENDO

64
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tng you think that you're headet

jr when yoi

ind out ho

POWER

The door near the starting poi«tl|pad^ie[ji»<6*the evi t fyit.

you won't be able to leave untilyatl'venjad^-yCurw

through the rest of the level. Head-itr-tfiereanyway to make
your final escape a lot -easier. Next, find the opening in the

moat to begin your assault on the bulk of this stage.

Just beyond the Gold Key door is a room with a bridge posi-

tioned over a toxic pool. Beneath the start of the bridge is a

room with a Biosuit. Nab it and swim to the armor beneath

the far end of the bridge. Now push the button by the first

room and use the stairs behind you to exit the pool.

Once you've surfaced from the moat and defeated the three

Ogres and a Fiend, explore the small hall until you find a

brick that's slightly askew. You cab bump it to raise the bars

in front of a nearby Quad Damage, but we suggest you save

this bonus until after you've captured the Gold Key^.—

•

This room contains a spinning turret tfajTfhat will nail any

soldier who doesn't procegcTwith caution. To avoid being

strafed_with spikes, run around the room counterclockwise,

'bumping the four buttons on the walls as you pass by. Once
you've pressed all of the buttons, some bars will rise, allow-

ing you access to the next passage. Be prepared to slay the

Ogre who is standing on the other side.

Nabbing this Megahealth will

release two Fiends behind the

wall on the right. Grab the

power-up and quickly dive into

the toxic pool on the left. You

won't sustain much damage,

but the Fiends usually follow

and sink into the depths.

Just before you find the Gold

Key, you'll come to a room

with a blue line zigzagging

across the floor.

Don't step on it

or you'll be struck a
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While some stages allow you to
{

remarkably linear. Even though yoi

that this stage's small rooms

is, this short-Dut-su eet Uevel i;

ibout getting lost, be foiewarr

wing with power till foes, n*.,

have

^through most of this level's first two floors, but slow up after you've faced your

)nce he's beaten, creep forward until you can see around the next corner and

mbies you spot with rockets. Now round the corner and turn the Ogres and

ig. Hit the button and run to the Slipgate that's in the next room.

The next area is a bit tricky, so I

the right until you can just see ir

port up to your level. (He'll be I

Shoot the switch on the far wall

hit the switches inside and run <

Just beyond a hall lined with

i •



ed

From tft»«Mrywav look

left until you see a but-

ton on the wall, then

look up to spot the ceil-

ing switch. Shooting it

will reveal the bonuses

that you'll need to beat

back the baddies.

le careful! At the start of the bridge, sidestep cautiously to

side a cage. Lob a grenade into the cage to make a

ehind you.) Clobber him, then go stand in front of the lift,

beat any Ogres that appear, and climb into the cage. Now
ut of the room.

The final secrej

very nor

'

secrej

td
iy

At the first fork in the road, turn right, then take another

right up a ramp. Turn ^jj^td, leap for the switch, and head

right into the new hattwaj&Ride the lift and run past the Vor

to the corner of the room to discover a Quad Damage.

Destroy the Vor and then fall down the hole in the floor.

Now you'll be on a ledge

with Red Armor just a few '

feet away.
*'*'

I Ba
: ]

Don't waste your ammunition

onthisglowingswitch.lt

won’t open the hidden hall-

way unless you leap for it. *

I shooters, you'll enter the room where you'll be ambushed

istead of taking on all your attackers, just defeat the Ogre

ii on the ceiling. Shoot the switch and run left into a secret

onuses, start blasting away with abandon!

c h Bfter Bonuses

Hop off the ledge and walk over to the well. Bomb any foes below at

well while facing the wall. Now run forward so that you land down <

blast the corner to reveal a roomful of bonuses. Finally, run and I

At the bottom of the well there s a cage and two switches. Skip

the path that leads (via lifts) to a switch on the floor. Hit it and hea<

Next, bump the wall switch and climb into the cage. Flip the swj

another floor. Now find the lift and take on the Ogre and Zombie

.,?Vou Lose
am mentioned above, don't try leaping back into the room

likely to fall into very deep lava. Instead, you should fol-

U're back in the hall with the nail shooters. Now you can

fl for any items you may have missed, or you can walk over

for the Slipgate.



’as 1 ot: Very long,

apj ?ar to be abar
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Time to be brave, si

your final foe. Wktleif

but let's-just sav^tkall

one Vor away

!

d stand at the lip of the

level. Turn around and

down another level to

liscover more goodies. Another Sauage Arena SI
7K>w you'll be in a huge room that's full of Fiends. Use the Thunderbolt on them. Once
they're gone, a Vor will eventually appear in the middle of the room. Destroy him to reveal

the Silver Key and another Slipgate, then use the Slipgate and dash back to the Silver Key

door. Inside, climb on the cage, fall between the bars, and nab the bonus. Now the exit's

i.uN.A.M-1 i -i,a
minted Hal

f this city i

e waiting t

Hechu H i h

ire?

NcoaCj'T J.1VS ,~N<
eilkaw

'aijtt to g

katrse you're about to face

give too much away here,

>ur Enemies know her simply as

big clue to bringing down this

monster^'A Slipgate can be a better weapon
— than any^mountlpf firepower!
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Japan is being overrun by monsters. No, they're not toppling skyscrap-

ers or crushing army tanks, but they are holding the hearts of players in a

seemingly unbreakable grip. They're the Pokgmon (also known as "Pocket

iMonsters" in Japan), and for the past two years, practically no one in Japan,

’young or old, has been safe from their ferocious charm. Their furred and

fanged faces adorn nearly every kind of product imaginable, including

books, toys, games, clothing, music CDs and even snack foods. In all, over

600 Pokemon-related products are now available in Japan, and the craze

shows no signs of slowing down.

But where did the Pokemon come from? They didn't just •

pop out of thin air and onto the sides of lunch Jxixes. In fact,

the entire craze began with the Pokemon role-playing game
for the Game Boy. Now Nintendo is preparing to ..

I

release Pokemon here, and there will be not

= one, but two versions of the game: A Red

edition and a Blue edition. Why two ver-

sions? To answer that ques- ,

*

/II i UliHt
tion, we'll have to

start with the j
game's basics, 0

The Japanese version of Pokemon
for the Game Boy has sold over 8

million copies in just two years.

The primary goal in Pokemon is to find, capture and train various monsters, all in an effort

v to become the world's greatest Pokemon trainer. You'll choose one of three tamed

"starter" monsters at the beginning of the game to help you capture other monsters.

Amaztog Abilities
^ 1 \ caPture a wild Pokemon, you'll have to wear it ^

» down in combat and then trap it inside of a device ^ ifarfUe

1 called a Monster Ball. Rather than doing battle 1.0/ a

yourself, however, your Pokemon will fight for you,

Ak Mgaining experience and learning new skills over

m time. Pokemon will have the potential to master all

M “sorts of amazing abilities, like breathing fire, summoning tornadoes, hypnotiz-

ing foes and so on. Since you'll be able to choose which skills your Pokemon will learn,

you'll even be able to "customize" them according to your tastes. With the

SSShShhSV P r°Per care and training, your monsters will become TN
BjfOi (Z.

stronger, learn new skills, and maybe even transform / J—J \
lljQp

tiy into entirely new creatures. /

No two Pokemon are exactly

alike, and individual monsters
evolve from different types

of combat training.

52} NINTENDO POWER
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There will be 150 different PokemorWn the game, and

each one you capture will be recorded automatically in

your monster log book. Even if you fail to catch your

quarry, the computer will make a note about the bat- l

[tie. As you scour the countryside for new monsters,

you'll also encounter various obstacles and enemies

including rival Pokemon trainers and mem-
bers of the notorious Team Rocket, a soci-

r

VV ety of villains bent on conquering the

world. While you won't be able to cap-

ture your rivals' tame Pokemon, fighting

them will give your monsters valuable D—c>~1

combat experience. Once you've defeat- X324KJT

ed all your enemies, you'll win the covet- <

ed title of Pokemon Master. fcn-y*

W*. Beromine a Pnkpmnn Master will nhvinuclv ho an imnn^niBecoming a Pokemon Master will obviously be an important goal in the game, but the greater challenge and fun will

be in collecting all 150 Pokemon. While it will be impossible to find all the monsters your first time through the game,
your monster log will be stored in a permanent memory file. When you complete a game and start a new one, your
•collection will remain intact, and you'll be able to pick up right where you left off. ^7
I + 1 » 2 Much Twin
kWhat's even more exciting is the fact that you'll be able to trade monsters with other players through the v
fcame Boy's Game Link cable. This is where the two editions of the game, Red and Blue, will come \
into play. To make the hunt for Pokemon more interesting and challenging, the two editions will VV\ \
feature the exact same game, but not the same mix of monsters. While a particular monster may be \ —

>

common and easy to find in the Red edition of the game, it may be rare and much tougher to find

in the Blue edition. Therefore, if you can't locate a specific Pokemon in your Game Pak, you'll have
to go to another player with a different edition of the game to find it. This is assuming, of course,

that you'll have a monster that another player will want to trade for. Luckily for you, you'll be able to

collect more than one of each type of monster and store the extras in a special monster bank. You'll then be

able to use these extra monsters for trading,

|| I T" i|fi and you won't have to worry too

I Alt much about draining your

own collection.

Trading between the Red
and Blue versions of the

[ game will be essential

I to collect all 150 mon-
r sters. Each version will
'

allow you to collect only

Jr about 140 different mon-^ sters-to get the rest, you'

need to wheel and deal!



Another incentive for trading is the fact that most Pokemon will develop more

quickly after they've been traded. In fact, some types of Pokemon won't evolve com-

pletely unless they've been traded. If they're kept in the same Game Pak, they'll never

'reach their full power. This could lead to a lot of interesting wheeling and dealing.

Think about it: if you have a monster that's "stuck" in one form and you want to get

it "unstuck," you'll have to find someone who will take it in one trade and then give

it back to you in the next. Of course, the other player will probably want a pretty

sweet deal in return for such a big favor. If you think that trade negotiations in major

league sports are tough, just wait until the Pokemon trade wars start!

Virtual duels
Besides being able to trade, players will also be able to challenge each other's

monsters through the Game Link. You'll be able to pit one or more of your mon-

s sters against an equal number of your rivals'

Vk monsters in a virtual combat arena. While
]

you won't be able to capture Pokemon c*

through Game Link combat, the victor will \

ta ^e h°me experience points and bragging V
^ rights. These monster duels- have become

i

i such a popular pastime in Japan that one )S

With its emphasis on collecting and dueling, Pokemon has a lot in common with collectible card games (CCGs)

like Magic: The Gathering. It should come as no surprise, then, that a Pokemon CCG was developed and released

in Japan last year. The game boasted full-color art that was created specifically for the game
> by some of Japan's top comic book artists, plus stats and background informa-

f— h-'J—j. *’on on 150 Pokemon. The original set included 170 cards, but

• k
^expansion sets soon pushed the total to 450. The game is currently

V
/ s .

jWbeing translated into English and will be released here this fall. This is

J
jmjust one of the many Pokemon products being

- 'w />/ readied, and while we don't have —-
any official word yet on what _ GjSTV Cs— ’ & A. other items will be avail-

*
able here, we'll be sure 'r

_

*
•

, to keep you posted. \_y»/ , "
/ ' I
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* If you're a fan of Japanese anime (animated films and TV series), you'll be even

more thrilled to hear about the Pokemon animated series, which is also being trans- m
plated into English. This series is a prime-time hit in Japan, where its mix of monsters,

’mayhem and humor earn it high ratings for its time slot. The show has already been

picked up for broadcast in 86% of the U.S. television markets, d

g jr which means you probably won't have any trouble find-

I . . ing it once it begins airing in the /UM
~ y fall. The series will be based Vi

gj loosely on the game's plot. riM

^ 4 - yv '"^following the exploits of a jfl
1 XS7

I Voun8 Pokemon trainer and H
vL I his tamed Pokemon,

^ Pikachu. As our hero strives \

t*****^^^*I m V \
become a Pokemon

j

v The Pokdmon series will

I air five days a week
I starting this fall. Check
I your local TV listings for

exact dates and times.
The Pokemon animated series will add
new characters, situations and excite-

ment to the game's story.

If you ask Japanese Pokemon fans what really sparked interest in

the game, the great majority of them will tell you that it was the fun

|of collecting and trading that jump-started the whole Pokemon phe-

Inomenon. Collecting has long been a popular hobby on both sides

rof the Pacific, and from what we've seen so far, we have no doubt

.that Pokemon history will repeat itself here.

Stay Turned
The Game Boy games, the TV show and the CCG have all received ^

a lot of positive buzz here already. Web sites are popping up all over

the Internet (look for the official www.pokemon.com this summer), and

Nintendo has been receiving tons of calls from curious consumers. If

you'd like to jump on the Pokemon bandwagon, too, don't

worry. We'll be providing exclusive Pokemon

coverage in future issues, including in-

depth strategies for the Game
Boy game and other special ' -

' .•

^

surprises, so stay tuned!



immer Natsume will

rfiylng Dragon, a title

ng two fighting games
iiiil Will It be twice as
other tourneg games?

No one will dispute that Flying Dragon is unlike any other tournament fighting game for the N64.

The Rumble-Pak-compatible title features two games in one cartridge. The first game features

colorful cartoon action with kid warriors and magical treasures. The other game doesn't have

treasure or much originality, but it does have a clever program that grades your fighting skills.

Neither game-in the early Japanese

reviewed, Natsume calls each game a "mode"-has

the flashy graphics or the cool sound effects of N64
titles like Killer Instinct Gold or Clayfighter 63 '/>, but

both modes feature easy-to-learn moves. That's a big

plus if you don't have the dexterity or patience to

practice thirteen-hit combos. Is it enough to make

you want to buy it? Take a look.

version we

© 1998 Natsume.
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Well, not exactly. As you win battles in Flying Dragon's kid-fighting SD Circuit, you'll earn

one or more of the 200 treasures in the game. You can equip these treasures to increase

your fighting chances against other warriors. The treasures fall into one of four categories:

Action, Defense, Medicine and Special. Action items are offensive weapons and Defense

Medicine revives lost stamina.items help protect your warrior.

A Special item won't damage your opponent directly, but it can

increase your speed or slow down your foe.

After a winning match your warrior may win a

treasure. Equipping these items will increase your

fighter’s offensive or defensive powers. You probably

won't find all 200 items in the game, but you can trade

your items with friends by using an N64 Controller Pak.

Flying Dragon is packed with customizable features for both SD and Virtual modes, so

you can tweak the game to suit your tastes and skill level. Pick up the pace of the action by

cranking the Turbo Level or increase the speed of your fighters' combo hits. If you're feel-

ing defensive or you're tired of your character taking too many blows, toggle the Auto

Guard Option to keep your warriors on their guard. If you're feeling nostalgic and want

to go back to the early days of street fighting, there's an option for switching from

the game's 3-D mode to a flat, 2-D format.

Whether you're a beginner or a street-

fighting veteran, Flying Dragon's cus-

tomizable option features let you pick a

fight that matches your skills. Max out

the game's Turbo Level and turn off the

Combo limit to speed up the hits.

VOLUME 108 Q
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When compared to other fighting games, the

moves in Flying Dragon are easy to learn and mas-
ter. You don't have to press five buttons in a half

second to pull off extended combos or

multiple attacks.

Robonohana, the champion robot sumo wrestler,

throws an opponent for an extra loss after pound-

ing on his weak spot. The Mind's Eye Mark Option

can show you where your opponent is about to

strike or where you can hit for extra damage.

Targeting your opponent's weak spot is

a surefire way to get your prized

No loser brackets here. To stay in the game and
move up to the next level, your fighter must
come out on top in a best-of-three-matches
fight. If you're using SD Mode characters, you
and your friends can use the spe-

cial treasure items you've

saved to your Controller Pak
to get the inside edge.

\

j

fighter to the top of the

tournament standings.

Flying Dragon's 5D Made is packed with lighthearted, ani-

mated kid-fighting tournament action. Armed with magical
talismans, these mini-warriors kick, punch and head-butt
their way to the top of the tournament podium.

TOURNAMENTS
Fighting and finding treasure in SD
mode is only the beginning. Once
your warriors are loaded down with

cool goods, it's time to invite your

fellow Flying Dragon friends over

and find out who has the fighter with

the best stuff in your own multiplayer

tournament match. The game lets you

customize your contest for up to

eight players. Using N64 Controller

Paks, you can trade the best and most

powerful treasures between friends

so everyone will have a fighting

chance at coming out on top at your

tournament.

EASY MOVES
Learning Flying Dragon's fighting moves

is almost child's play. You don't have to

press the buttons at lightning-fast speed

to execute them. The kid fighters are

often patient and give you plenty of time

to plan your combos, but if you want

uninterrupted practice, try out the

game's practice mode. If you're a gamer

who misplaces instruction manuals, you

won't have to fret over lost moves-prac-

tice mode offers a user-friendly training

feature that displays each character's

moves on the screen so you can refresh

your memory.

SEEING SPOTS
SD Mode also features a Mind's Eye Mark

option that will randomly place colored

spots on the battle screen, indicating

either where your opponent is about to

attack or the location of the enemy's weak

spot. Depending on the color of the spot,

you can avoid damage or inflict extra

pain on your foe.

BE



Unless Hayato is walloped by a combo in five

seconds, this battle will time out. These guys are

tougher than most fighters in other tournament-

fighting games, so the clock plays a big role in deter-

mining the winner.

Even though three of the characters from SD
mode also appear in Flying Dragon's Virtual

mode, all of their moves are different.

These seasoned warriors have shed
their cuteness for tough-

guy looks and rock- An
hard muscles.

GET TOUGH
You would think that Virtual mode was the

adult version of SD mode, with the kids

fighting as grown-ups. Not exactly. Three

of the SD mode characters-Ryuhi, Hayato

and Shouryu-do make the transition to

fight as adults in Virtual mode, but they've

moved on to completely different moves.

The other fighters are new characters. To

win in Virtual mode, you'll have to defeat

seven rivals and best the evil Ryumaou in

the final battle.

MAKE THE GRADE

j liujlai-E i

.

Virtual mode’s tough fighters look cool and deadlg
serious. You would be, too, if gou were being graded on
gour fighting skills-if gou’re luckg enough to get past
the evil Ryumaou in the game's final battle.

STAND TAW-
Virtual mode's fighters.' a£e tougher to

defeat than the opponents in SD mode.

Most warriors will still be standing on

their feet when the match time expires. If

you're up against a tough opponent and

you have a longer strength bar, go for the

win by side-stepping your foe's attacks

until time expires.

each time they complete the circuit. Your

grade is based on an assortment of crite-

ria, including your win-loss record, artis-

tic technique, the number of times you've

fought in the Circuit, the average time it

takes you to fight a match, and the aver-

age difference in strength between you

and your opponent at the end of a match.

Your grade goes up or down depending

on how well you fight.
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A WA FIDS
AND THE WINNERS ARE...
We announced our nominees in Volume 106, and thousands upon thousands off snail mail and on-line
votes later, we're drawing the curtains to honor the winners. The leader of the Paks in nominations
was GoldenEye 007 and, not surprisingly, it practically swept our awards to become the gaming equiv-
alent off Titanic the movie. What other games made a splash in J97? Dive in to find out what floats our
readers' boats.

©OLBI: £YI 007

BESt GUflPHicS

A game based on a movie should be visual enough to fill the

silver screen, and GoldenEye paints a perfect picture, with

detailed settings and characters who look like the actors.

Even the animation was true to life, right down to listless

soldiers who scratch and fly-swat their doldrums away.

Runners-up:

2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. Star Fox 64

Don't tell Diddy or Bumper, but had
we put James Bond in a kart, he'd
probably win the Best Racing Game
Award, too.

BESt sounD

©OLBIiJJYE 007

The spy game had Grammy-

caliber tunes, but it's not just

the music that makes it wor-

thy of auditory honors. The

searing realism of the explo-

sions and bullet fire will

blow your ears away, too.

Runners-up:

2. Star Fox 64
3. Diddy Kong Racing

POWER



Natalya: I'll try to override

controls,

BEST CHALLEnGE most mnovAtivE

007 007GOLDli^YE

Aside from the usual (but

nonetheless tricky) shoot-'em-up

fare of bullet-dodging and sharp-

shooting, GoldenEye introduced |l

j|
the element of surprise. Stealth 'MKj.

sets the game apart from others W.\
and challenges players to L
restrain their itchy trigger fingers...or else.

Runners-up:

2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

Runners-up:

2. Star Fox 64
3. Mischief Makers

BESt RflCinC GAIT1E

0IDPT lOiie
RACINO

Trevelyan: Two targets. Time for one shot.

The girl or the mission?

BESt stony

GOLPi^JYE 007

dance GoldenEye, the movie,

already had a twisting

and suspenseful plot,

but Rare expanded it,

filling in the flick's gaps

^ to create an original

story line worthy of Ian

Fleming himself.

Readers recognized GoldenEye for setting a new standard

in first-person shooters. Rare replaced the search-and-

destroy mentality of the Doom genre with mission

objectives, so that a bullet was no longer the quick fix to

every problem.

Runners-up:

2. Diddy Kong Racing

3. Blast Corps

BESt PLAY
COntRPL

©OLBiWJYE 007

2. Mario Kart 64
3. San Francisco Rush

GoldenEye's responsive play control belts us with hit detec-

tion so accurate that the slightest misfire could result in

pelting an enemy's hat or gun. Moreover, 007 offers eight

Controller configurations, including a few that allow one

player to simultaneously use two Controllers so Bond can

run and aim at the same time.
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BESt SPORjS GAhlE

Even with two gridiron games splitting up the pigskin votes,

both football titles managed to come out on top. And tack-

ling all others was QBC. Regarded for its graphics, license

and plays, QBC beat Madden 64 by more than twice as

many votes.

Runners-up:

2. Madden 64
3. The NHLPA & NHL Present
Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey J98

©©IMN13YI 007

COOLESt RiDE

RUSSIAN TANK
(•OUMKtr/B 007)

What makes the
j

Russian tank so
j

much cooler than

the hovering, tum-

bling Landmaster , ,

tank? Aside from the

automatic coolness

it earns from being _

in GoldenEye, the .T
-

,

tank is a rarity in —
first-person shooters, enabling easy mobility, destruction,

and the power to pancake soldiers in no time flat.

Runners-up:

2. Landmaster tank (Star Fox 64)
3. J-Bomb robot (Blast Corps)

THE CREATIVE
CHAOS AWARD

M.OYVJM© IIP
THE POLITY
(OOIDIUJTB 007)

It just seems like

since GoldenEye

came along, any

game without a

1i multiplayer mode

is half-baked.

Stockpiled with

weapons, charac-

,ers and scc"ar '

fjBwSMI r iaHIIHH ios, "Live and Let

Die" mode quite literally is a blast at parties, and, unlike

Twister, it won't make you dislocate your spine.

__Runner«-up;

2. WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour
3. Bomberman 64

i G3 1
'

As countless soldiers close in, you detonate your mines.

If the massive explosion doesn't get them, the poison from

the blown-up chemical tanks will. All the while, you'll have

to escape the swirl of fire, gas and bullets. "Chaos" is

an understatement.

2. Saucerer destroying Katina base
(Star Fox 64)

3. Using the Chronoscepter
(Turok: Dinosaur Hunter)



THE GOLDEn
RUmBLE PAK^.

STAR Fv§X 64

Almost one year after Star Fox 64 introduced gamers to the

Rumble Pak, the majority of our readers hail the game as

the definitive Rumble Pak title. Sharing every seismic blast

of hyper lasers and smart bombs, Star Fox rocks our read-

ers' worlds, Corneria, and beyond.

Runners-up:

2. GoldenEye 007
3. WCW Vs. NWO: World Tour

"You like me! You really like me!" exclaimed James Bond, 1997's
Best Hero. Of course, we’d like him even more if he'd stop aiming
that gun at us.

1997
NINTENDO=POWEH

A WARDS=

k

COOLESt CODE ORjrRj.CI^.

TH1 116
CHIAT

OK: DINOSAUR HUNTER)

Turok bested all others by fea- . cpTW <;riffrr. ™r/
turing a kit and caboodle of ^
extras in one handy code: . <i H i n

NTHGTHDGDCRTDTRK. So it's M ” -

not the easiest jumble of letters

to remember, but once you've

entered it into your Cheat Menu, you'll have invincibility,

big heads and dino-loads of more tricks at your disposal.

Runners-up:

2. No Radar (GoldenEye 007)
3. Ned the janitor (Mace: The Dark Age)

He risks life and limb to save the

world for what? For England.

Not for a check or trophy, but

out of loyalty to his country

(plus, he gets the girl). Now
that's heroism.

Runners-up:

2. Fox McCloud (Star Fox 64)
3. Mario (Mario Kart 64)

WORjt viLLAin

JANUS/006
(OOUKj&mt 007)

Aside from being a ruthless, back- iftmiyi

stabbing, power-hungry megalo-

maniac, what makes 006 such a

formidable foe is that he is 007's

equal. Trevelyan and Bond share

the same training, so Alec is able

to anticipate James's every move.

Runners-up:

2. Andross (Star Fox 64)
3. Wizpig (Diddy Kong Racing) VOLUME 108 ( 63)VOLUME 108



DHIIUHVjC awh\u W^WtHKUn

THE ©@LDIN
(GOLDttfJIYE 007)

HEAD i)>IOTS
(GOLOailEYB 007)

“FOX, ©IT THIS
GUT ©IF ME!"
(SLIPPY, ztm. FOX 64)

who's hot on his tail, most readers would let Slippy get shot

down just to put an end to his incessant whining.

Runners-up:

2. "Oh-ow-ow-ow-ow!" (Toad, Mario Kart 64)

3. Most everything John Madden says
(Madden 64)

* We've since learned from angry Spice Girls fans that the Spice
Girls are. in fact, not annoying. But with all due respect to Girl

Power, we re leaving the award's name as it is. As we’ve all come
to find out, the Spice Girls (We love you, Emma!!!) have an annoy-

ance factor of zero. The nominated game features, on the other
hand, have an annoyance factor of at least one, making them,
therefore, still more annoying than the Spice Girls (who aren't

annoying at all). Glad we cleared that up.
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60LBEN1YE 007

Having the best graphics, sound,

challenge, story, innovation, hero,

villain, weapon, ride, play con-

trol, multiplayer mode and dis-

play of chaos should count for

something. In the case of

GoldenEye, they add up to a land-

slide. With more than five times

as many votes as second place

DKR, GoldenEye proved to be the

Nintendo 64 game for 1 997, and

readers will likely be wrapped around

007's goldfinger for years to come.

KILL COUNT! 1

r*
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IS THERE R TRICK TO GETTIRG fl ERST STRRT?

V
ou betcha, heavy shred-head.

You can shave at least a second
and a half off your Time Attack

and Match Race times by pressing Up
twice on the Control Stick the moment
you hear the announcer yell "Go!"

You can play it safe and get the boost

every time by tapping up repeatedly

on the Control Stick until you're mov-
ing. Use this same technique when
you're getting up from a fall or when-
ever you're stuck in deep powder.

To get a quick jump off the starting line,

press Up twice on the Control Stick when
you hear the announcer yell "Go!"

You can also use the fast-start technique to

get your mired rider out of deep powder or over

the uphill side of moguls or embankments.

a
T

he mechanics for setting up for a

smooth landing are the same
whether you're racing or going for

stunt points. First, make sure that your

board is at the same angle as the hill

you're about to land on. If you're landing

on a steep hill, make sure your board is

tilted down to match the same angle as

the slope. The more spins and stunts you

execute, the more time you'll need to

adjust your balance before landing. Spins

tend to tilt riders out of balance, so you'll

spend more time recovering from

maneuvers than plain old big-air jumps.

If you get into trouble, try landing on the

back of your board, but make sure you're

holding down the Z Button as you touch

down so you don't skid on impact.

If you’re trying to land on a steep slope, tilt

your board so it matches the angle of the hill.

The more spins you execute, the more you'll tilt.

Take time to adjust your balance before landing.

If you land on the back of your board, press the Z
Button so you avoid skidding out of control.

NINTENDO POWER
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UIHRT'5 THE FASTEST UTfl¥ TD STUFF OUT HIDDEH ITEMS?

A
lmost everyone thinks they have to stop

and smell everything to sniff out hidden

coins and melons. While we highly rec-

ommend stopping to smell the roses in life,

save yourself some game time by adopting

the highly-recommended and Yoshi endorsed

run and sniff method. All you need to do is

hold down the R Button to make your Yoshi

sniff while you guide him through the story-

book pages. Yoshi will pause and wave his

hands to alert you if you pass over anything

worth stopping and stomping out.

Holddown the R Button as you trot through the

level to sniff out hidden goods while on the run.

Yoshi will sound the alarm to alert you if he
sniffs out anything worth stomping out.

Ilf HERE cun I Finn THE black vdshi?01

T
he Black Yoshi is one of the rarest

Yoshis in the game, and you'll find

him in one of two places: Bone
Dragon Pit on Page 2-1 or the Torrential

Maze on Page 2-4. In the Bone Dragon

Pit, walk left from the fourth Miss Warp,

lick the Tulip and blast up a high chamber
holding a floating Mystery Ball. Pop the

( 0j
ball to get the Black Yoshi Egg. You'll have

to swing across all of the vines on the right

side of the third Miss Warp to find the

Black Yoshi Egg in the Torrential Maze.

You'll earn the Black Yoshi if you find the Black
Egg in the Bone Dragon Pit or the Torrential Maze.

Blast up into this chamber in the Bone Dragon
Pit to find the Mystery Bubble holding the egg.

HDHJ ABOUT THE WHITE YOSHI?

I
ike the Black Yoshi, the White Yoshi

can be found in one of two stages in

the game.You'll find the White Yoshi

in The Tall Tower on Page 3-2 and Poochy

& Nippy on Page 3-3. In The Tall Tower,

hop left from the second Miss Warp until

you see a Mystery Ball floating next to a

spring. Pop the ball to collect the White

Egg. Finding the egg in the Poochy & Nippy

maze is a little confusing. The trick is to find

the path where Poochy is barking next to a

red pipe. Walk to the left and jump down
the red pipe in the middle of the path. Pop

the Mystery Ball at the bottom of the pipe

to earn the White Yoshi Egg.

While different in color, the White Yoshi has
the same food preferences as the Black Yoshi.

Trot left past the second Miss Warp to dis-

cover the White Egg atop The Tall Tower.

If you hop down this pipe in Poochy & Nippy
you'll find a Mystery Ball and the White Egg.

VOLUME 108 Q



AEROFIGHTERS ASSAULT

IRHflT DO I REED TO DO TO CET THE HIDDEtl AIRCRAFT?

Y
ou can earn the F-15J Eagle if you
continue more than three times in

the Tokyo stage. The prized X 29A
ATD, a dolphin-safe, next-generation

fighter, is tougher to get-you'll need to

complete all four bonus stages in the

game to be able to select the aircraft.

And in case you're wondering which

stages are bonus stages, take a heading

for the Air Landing, Shuttle Defense,

Goliath Defense and Space levels.

mi nT <=fri p-rvr A

You'll get a frequent flyer upgrade to Mao
Mao s F-15J if you continue four times in Tokyo.

Spanky the dolphin will join the team after

you complete the games four bonus stages.

El |

HOUI DPI EKECUTE THE CO ERR RHP THE CULBIT ItlQUES? 1 [Tjj

T
he FS-X, SU-35 Super Flanker and
X-29A ATD are the only aircraft that

can execute the Cobra and the

Culbit moves. The Cobra is a braking

move that can force a tailing enemy to

overshoot your plane, giving you the

opportunity to return fire. The Culbit is a

backflip you can use to quickly reverse

directions. To perform either move, pull

down on the Control Stick and hit the

bottom C Button, then release and pull

down on the Control Stick and press the

upper C Button. To do the Cobra, simply

release the Control Stick to finish the

move. To do the Culbit, keep holding

down on the Control stick after you

release the upper C Button. No matter

which move you execute, the most

important rule is to maintain your

Remember Top Gun? The Cobra is a braking move
that gives you the same tactical advantage.

altitude. If you're flying too close to the

ground, your fighter's nose will tilt

towards the ground, quickly beating your

plane into a supersonic plowshare.

The Culbit is a backflip that can quickly deter

any enemies trying to sneaking up from behind.

HOUJ DO I EHECUTE fl RUDDER REUERSHL?E
T

he rudder reversal move will work

only with the F-14B Tomcat, F-15J

Eagle and A-10A Thunderbolt II air-

craft. A rudder reversal will turn your air-

craft completely around in a small space,

The rudder reversal is the tightest turn in the

sky, but only the F-14, F-15J and A10-A can do it.

© NINTENDO POWER

allowing you to turn the tables on any

enemy following close behind you. To exe-

cute the move, raise the nose of your fight-

er at least 30 degrees, brake the plane and

tap the left or right C Button depending on

Raise your nose at least 30 degrees before you
brake and tap the left or right C Button.

which direction you want to turn. It's

important to remember that you'll probably

be an easy target while braking, so check

your radar and make sure that the enemy
can't hit you before you make your move.

Check the enemy's range and angle of

attack on radar before you make your move.
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UJHHT DO I DD AT THE STATUE OF HERO?

I

f you have the King's Armor, Shield

and Sword, un-equip them, face the

Statue of Hero and use each item on

it. You'll receive the Black Sphere after all

the items are on the statue. While every-

thing so far sounds fine and dandy, your

party will be attacked by Gen-Bu the ter-

rible turtle the moment you turn away
from the statue. To survive the battle,

make sure your hero has around 120

points and have your Mutant cast Fire or

Ice. Elec spells also work great.

Remove the King's Armor, Shield and Sword
and use them on the Statue of Hero.

M.124
12aM209

I3r7 2os
GEN-BU 1

TgP/ 126
TSP/ 1 17 RUN

Keep your team at full strength, because
you'll be attacked as you leave the statue.

[T]| iuhereTs the real drb in the ore Room?

S
o many orbs and so little patience for

searching, hmmm? Remember when
you walked through the previous

rooms and saw lines of orbs? In one room

there was a vertical line of orbs and in the

other room there was a horizontal line of

the glass globes. Imagine if the two orb

rows were put in the same room-the rows

would overlap in one spot. If you moved
your character to that spot, you would be

standing on the real orb. If you still don't

get it, or you have a wildly faulty imagina-

tion, count three orbs down and three orbs

left from the upper right corner. Face that

orb and press the A button to finally get it.

Two rooms before the Orb Room you'll see a

row of horizontal orbs. Remember the location.

In the next room you'll see a row of vertical orbs.

Visualize the horizontal orbs stacked on this row.

In the Orb Room, imagine where the two rows
intersect—that's where you'll find the orb.

In the USS Call:
1-900-288-0707
(S1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

Q&fl FAST FACTS In Canada Call:
1-900-451-5400
(S2.00 per minute. Callers under 18

need parental permission to call.)

Or write to: Counselors' Corner

P.0. Box 97033, Redmond, WA 98073-9733

FIGHTER'S DESTMY JEOPRRDY! FOR RBI JHH1ES BORO 007

Q: Can 1 play as Robert?

ft : Yes. The Master will randomly tell you

how when you finish one-player mode.

Q: How do
1
play as the Master?

fl: Defeat all eight Masters in Master

Challenge mode.

Q : Why did a star appear next to a charac-

ter picture on the Player Select Screen?

R: The character has finished one-player mode.

Q: Hey, how do
1
pause this game?

fl: You don't! No commercial breaks for you—
there's no way to pause the game.

Q: If 1 wait long enough after the game ends,

the screen fades to black and a cow and a

penguin show up. What's up with that?

fl: It's Jeopardy! for Animals—but you can't

play because you're a human, not a bovine

or a flightless aquatic bird (it's just silly

stuff left by those wacky programmers).

Q: How do 1 get the best ending?

fl: Make sure you have the M.A.R.B.L.E.

Q : Okay, where do 1 find this M.A.R.B.L.E.?

fl: Go back to London and talk to the man in

the chair above Q twice.

Q : What's up with the guy in Marrakech talk-

ing about a ’small red fish"?

fl: That's a red herring. You know, a false clue.

VOLUME 108



>1998 Nintendo.*

Bomberman is

back to whip up

some tun in a

password-backed

Indiana Jones-

style adventure!

UItt Our bomb-tossing, hclmcted hero is back

,<ir another wild adventure on Game
B°y ! Bomberman GB is the seventh

jA Nintendo title this explosive character

has appeared in since his debut on the

W Nintendo Entertainment System all the

^ 9 way back in 1989. In case you've been

p living at the bottom of an abandoned mine shaft,

Bomberman is a little guy who runs around solving puz-

zles and dispatching bad guys with an endless supply of

bombs. He's so popular that legions of gamers will admit

that their favorite multiplayer game of all time is a

Bomberman game-whether it was on the NES, Super NES,

Game Boy or Nintendo 64. Bomberman GB continues the

explosive tradition, offering a multiplayer match mode for

one to four gamers using a Super Game Boy and a four-

player adapter. If your tastes run toward one-player, puz-

zle action, Bomberman GB fea-
1

tures two huge puzzle modes

with almost 50 levels each!
;

* v «>
Both puzzle games are based

on an Indiana Jones-style

movie, with plenty of danger-

ous jungles and treacherous

ruins for our fedora-dad adventurer to blast and explore.

This month's review covers Bomberman GB's items and

features, but the game's puzzle modes were so large that

i . -

.

agyi we had only enough space to

cover the challenging levels

and bosses in Mode A. Luckily

for you, most of the puzzle

(5i maps and all of the tips for

defeating the bosses are the

same for Mode B.

IZLJ
r / i

/
|

- 1/ !
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i WHIP Use Area 2's Whip power-up to push
I your bombs across the screen and into

I your enemies. This power-up is identical to the

Hammer power-up used in other Bomberman games.

DASH Area 3s Dash power-up lets you run with a burst of

speed whenever you hold down the B Button. This

item is essential for eluding the fast monsters in the game's
advanced levels.

LINE BDMH Use the Line Bomb power-up from Area 4

to lay down a string of bombs in

front of your foes. This item can clear out a f
room in seconds.

_1 TACKLE Area 5's Tackle power-up is per-
I inutui

feet for stunning desert-dwelling

monsters. Just remember that it won't

work on all of the monsters in the game.

TheArea6Moto
Bomber

power-up jumps rocks and blocks and

protects Bomberman from one hit.

The final power-up in the game is a

secret, but it's worth the trouble. You'

earn it if you complete Area 7 in Story

Mode A or Story Mode B.

IE

BO'



Spacious Level 1-4 is a

good example of a

tough area where a few
monsters are spread

out in a large room. The
trick to quickly clear-

ing out levels like this

is to arrive equipped to

drop four bombs at

once. Did you uncover
four between Levels
1-2 and 1-3?

HIPFOUTWM?

If you're stuck here, you have a right

to be crabby. The tough hermit

crabs in Level 2-5 take two bombs
to defeat. Place the bombs at the

intersections to increase your

chances of hitting them as they

skitter around.

BOSS 2 Time -5=00

And all those UFO experts
thought the marsh sightings

were just swamp gas! The trick

to winning this battle is to

dodge the small aliens and hit

the UFO whenever the alien

leader has his head sticking out

of the top of the flying saucer.

You won't spot those sneaky
hideouts until you’re standing

right next to one. Move slow-

ly whenever you wander off

into unexplored regions.

BOSS 1 Time -5:00

1-4 Time -3:00

It takes six hits to defeat this

ugly beast. You'll have a better

chance of hitting him if you
place your bombs at the center
of an intersection, not

between two blocks. Just
make sure you don't acciden-
tally blow yourself up.

Increase your chances
of uncovering more
bombs by blasting three

rocks at once.

IS1DRYI

MODE A
The object of Story Mode A is

3 same: You need to

and destroy all of the

wandering monsters to open

the exit door. After all the monsters are eliminated,

it's a race against time to get through the exit door

before time expires. You'll quickly find that your time

limit isn't the same for every level.

0 NINTEND PC

Hideouts don't

count as monsters,
but you'll still have
to locate and
destroy them
before the exit

door will open.
Level 2-3 is huge,

so we've marked
the locations of the
monsters and hide-

outs so you'll find

all of them.

What the heck is a hideout? In Bomberman GB it's not a den of

thieves-it's another term for quicksand. You won't see this sticky

stuff unless you're standing next to it. The key to surviving this

muddy area is to take your time and watch your step.

I 2-5 Time -4:40

If you use your whip to push

the bombs out in front of you.

you'll avoid the quicksand

dangers and the clutches of

the swamp-dwelling beasts.
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the toughest part of

this puzzle. If you
have to free a mon-
ster to reach it,

remember that the

shambling mummy is

the easiest to dodge

You'll need to destroy five gems
before you can open the exit door
in Level 4-4. Clear out as much of

the room as possible before
releasing the monsters and using
your Dash power-up to race to the

remaining gems.

Many times you'll 3-4 Time -4:40
have to search an

3-3 Time -4=30

{WITCH KlilN{
Bombcrman GB's puzzles start to get more complicated once you

wander inside the Switch Ruins. Besides defeating all the monsters

in the rooms, you'll now need to locate and blast the switches that

control the pillars blocking the path to the exit doors.

00SS 4 Time -5:00

This mummy isn't tough once
you learn to anticipate and
dodge his projectile pattern.

Watch carefully and you'll

notice that the mummy always
shoots three wraps at you. One
piece of cloth flies vertically

and the other two fly diagonally.

Using the Line Bomb power
up will quickly clear out an
area, but it won't destroy
the invincible monsters
wandering around in Area 4

HS-S

If you place the bombs
between the blocks, you can
keep some monsters
trapped. This flying beast
won't be giving you trouble

until you grab the top gem.

BSSiiiiii
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MONSTFR'S tomquf

Level 5-2 is a breeze. Just remember not to step past a
Monster Tongue before blasting clear the road ahead.

Wandering monsters will try to trap you if you hurry along.

Navigating between the pairs of Monster Tongues is the key to

surviving Level 5-5. Use your Whip power-up to slide the bombs
ahead and between the two statues to keep the path open.

(AVI TRIM

Use the Moto
Bomber to jump
between crates

without using your

bombs. You can

keep the monsters
trapped until you

The burning barrel is at

the center of the room
in Level 6-3. Divide the

room into quarters and
return to light the barrel

after you finish search-
ing a segment.

Like Level 6-3,

the burning

barrel is at the

center of the

The Flaming Chalice is the

toughest enemy you'll meet
before the final battle. The only

time you can damage the

Chalice is when it is touching

the floor. Watch its deadly

dance and you'll see a pattern. destroy every

monster.

\ POWERL-U ^ ^ _!

y
\ ,

5-2 Time -4:30

Monster's Tongue sounds kind of sloppy, but this puzzle

area is in the middle of an arid desert. Magical stone mon-

ster statues block the roads through the wastelands with

their heavy tongues. Dropping a bomb by each tongue

will temporarily clear the trail.

Time -5:30

It's impossible to

distinguish a crate

from a power-up
in the dark. Find

and bomb the

burning barrel to

avoid blowing up

the wrong item.

The Tackle power-up
temporarily stuns mon-
sters so you can run past

them or stop them from

charging. Use your bombs
to finish the beasts.

The Cave Trial is a test of how well you can play in the dark. Inside each

level is a burning barrel that will eventually go out, making it very dif-

ficult to see anything except the shadows of monsters. You'll need to

keep lighting the barrel to find all the power-ups.

BOSS 5 Time - 5:0D

Like the Mummy back in Area 4,

this scurrying Scorpion has a

predictable pattern. Dodge the

vertical and diagonal sweeps of

his claws, then run up and place
a bomb in front of him as he
backs into the wall at the top of

the chamber.

Trapped!

Calculate the length of your

bomb blast before you try

to step between two
Monster Tongues.
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Keeping your bearings is the toughest
part of solving Level 7-2. You can hit the

switches without disturbing the mon-
sters, but you'll have to track them
down after you knock down the pillars.

The bird in the upper left corner is the
hardest beast to find.

Bomb and take out every monster you see as you search for

switches. That way the only beast you'll have left is the

Kiwi Bird in the upper right corner next to the exit door.

Thoroughness is the key to finishing Level 7-5.

Completely search each section of jungle

before you warp to the next section. Wipe out
all the monsters and hit the switches so you
never have to backtrack or look for things you
missed the first time.

FINM BfkTTlf
After you defeat all the big baddies again,

you'll have to take on the final foe in three

forms. To win, you'll have to blast him 28

times without getting hit more than once.

The last battle

is tougher than

anything else in

the game. You'll

win if you keep
circling and

stay away from
the center of

Monsters can't chase
you through a warp
point. Hop into a warp,
drop a bomb and warp
back to safety before

the beasts can get away.

MODE B AWAITS YOU.
You don't have to defeat the final monster in Area 8 to go

back to the beginning of the game and play Mode B. Mode
B's mazes look the same, but you have to defeat the num-

bered monsters in an exact order, and the game clock quick-

ly ticks away valuable seconds.

7-5 Fime - 6=20

BOSS 7 Time -5:00
The only way to damage this

fire-breathing mask is to time
your bombs to explode when it

stops moving. Stay near the

edges of the room to avoid

being trapped and incinerated.

Timing is a big factor in completing Jungle Warp, the final puzzle area

in the game. Every level is a mixture of switches, pillars and vyarp

points. Use the warp points to locate and blast all the switches, then

try to find your way to the exit door before time runs out.

7-4 Time -6=20
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Your ancestors bought the farm, and now it's up to

you to turn it around. At least that's what the ghost of

your grandfather tells you late one night. You'll have a

year to make the place productive. Planned for

release this spring (we have pictures from the

Japanese version right now), Natsume's Harvest

Moon is about managing a farm and finding

happiness. The game's clock automatically

ticks off time, so you have to plan your day

carefully so you don't neglect your crops in the

field or let your animals get hungry. Nobody knew

hard work could be this much fun!

While Harvest Moon for

Game Boy looks much

like the popular Super

NES Harvest Moon, there

are a few changes. Now
you can play as a boy or

a girl. You won't find a

forest or be able to wan-

der around the town, but

crops and mess around

with new items, like a

pick, a first-aid kit, a fish-

ing rod, and a magical,

rain-making umbrella.

There's even an under-

ground lake beneath the

tool shed!
This Harvest Moon doesn't have a

big spread or a shady forest, but it

does have more tools and crops

than the Super NES version.
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The lonely folk in ty&se partsVe
so desperate foybmp'any that \

they'll walk alljfoway out to^
your place toVisit for a spell. ' y
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Even though your Game Boy acreage is smaller than the

Super NES Harvest Moon farm, it has all the same buildings

and a few extra features hidden beneath the surface. Your

barn has space for four milking cows, and the chicken coop

has room for four clucking hens. You can pick mushrooms

growing in the root cellar beneath the tool shed, fish in the

underground lake, or relax and revive your stamina by

soaking in the steaming waters of the subterranean spa.

EAT YOUR
BROCCOLI

Harvest Moon for Game Boy offers your standard crop

fare-turnips, potatoes, tomatoes and corn-but now you

can also grow eggplants, peanuts, carrots and broccoli.

You'll have to carefully plan your money-making

schemes. For example, the shipper won't pay much for

turnips, but they grow faster than potatoes. Do you go for

making a fast buck or hold out for a bigger cash crop?

You'll also have to consider the location of your shipping

crate and water supply before you design your fields.

Every new day starts out inside

your humble abode. Check tomor-

row's weather forecast on the

television before you make plans.

In Super NES Harvest Moon, you had to balance your

time between dating women in town and getting your

work done in the fields. Things are a little easier in the

Game Boy version. Now the dating prospects walk all

the way from town to come out to see you or remind

you about upcoming festivals and social events. You

don't even have to snoop in anyone's diary to find out

how much people like you. In Harvest Moon GB you

need to concentrate on managing the farm, not worry-

ing about the dating scene.

Use your heavy hammer and

sharp axe to break up rocks and

stumps, clearing your property

for additional fields and pastures.

©Wood
© Stable

Barn

. Chicken

© Tool Shed

©Well

BOWDOES YOUR GARDENGROW?

Plan and design your fields around

the shipping crate so you spend

more time picking and less time

hauling your crops around.

Practical field design is the key to getting the most money out of your

crops. Each sack of seeds covers a 3x3 area. If you set your plants up in

rows, you'll find it's easy to water the crops and harvest them before the

shipper picks up your produce.

TUCKERED OUT

You have only so much energy to do

a day's worth of chores, then you'll

collapse in the field and have to hit

the hay.



The town near your farm has everything

you'll need to get started, but all of it comes
with a price tag. The flower shop sells sea-

sonal crop seeds. The inn carries beverages

you won't find anywhere else for miles. The

i carpenter will sell you wood or offer to

I remodel your house. The church dispenses

advice and information, while the tool

|

shop has a sprinkler for your fields or

|

saddlebags for your horse. The restaurant
r
has food to fill your pantry, and the feed

store is where you'll go to buy cows and

chickens and anything you'll need to keep

your animals healthy.

Any Harvest Moon farmer can tell you that

raising a blue-ribbon-winning cow takes

days of feeding, brushing and talking. It's like

building up your character fifty levels in

other RPC games. Luckily for you, Natsume

has added a Game Link option so you can

trade livestock by hooking up with another

Harvest Mooner. Now you can count your

chickens without waiting for them to hatch.

Can you imagine how much money you

could make if you owned a barn full of

Do you want to hold your

own farmer s market?
Snap in the Game Link

cable and link up with a

fellow farmer to trade

livestock.

6 IT

prized heifers at the start of your first year?

CAESAtmFEmm®

The maximum animal capacity at your farm is four chickens, four cows, a
horse and a dog or a cat. You'll need to feed and care for the chickens and
cows every day to keep them happy, healthy and producing food throughout
the year.

Your crops will make money in the spring and

summer, but how do you get by during

the cold months? Cows and chickens

k are best bets for year-round cash, but

T you'll have to spend extra time feed-
r
ing and caring for your animals.

I
Contented cows will earn loads of money

,

if they can fill huge milk jugs. Brush and

*talk to your cows to keep them content.

The Inn is the only place in town
that stays open after the sun
sets. The inn keeper's inventory

will change every season.

You'll wear out quickly if you don't

stock your pantry. Slip down to

the bakery once or twice a week
to replenish your supply.

VISITING
TOWN

(J Flower Shop

5 Inn

Carpenter

Temple

(b) Tool Shop

(&, Restaurant

(7) Feed Store
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HARVEST MOON GB

The underground caverns beneath your farm have the

resources you'll need to get through the harsh winter.

Mushrooms grow down there throughout the year, so

you can sell them for extra money or buy a fishing pole

and fish in the underground lake. If you get too tired,

take a soak in the steaming hot springs. The warm, bub-

bling waters have a soothing effect on muscles, so you'll

be ready for more work when you dry off. There are

other places to explore down there, but you'll have to

find a way around the fallen boulders.

If ail the hard farm work has you

tuckered out, replenish your

energy by taking a soak or two in

the underground hot springs.

Do you want to go fish-

ing or pick mushrooms? You

can do both in the under-

ground caverns beneath the

farm at any time of the yean,

siwm&wsmTms
UTTLEPSOF&S

It's no twist of fate that you live above a hot springs, an

underground lake, and other mysterious and magical

places. You're sharing your space with a family of

dwarves that lives beneath the tool shed. These dwarves

have magical powers, so it's a good idea to be nice to

them and help them whenever you can. Try sharing your

mushrooms and fish with them. Any Harvest Moon

farmer will tell you that those who help a dwarf in need

will be grandly compensated for their generosity.

Dwarves have plenty of helpful

hints for uncovering hidden sur-

prises. Talk to them and try to

help them in any way you can.

This room is totally buried in

.

rock. If you help the dwarvesi
clear it out, they might share!

their treasure with you. 2

You've raised your livestock and have a barn full of

mooing cows and a coop stuffed with clucking chick-

ens. The crops are so plentiful and thick that you spend

all day picking and all night watering. You're earning

almost 1 0,000 gold each day. But if you're going to live

the good life, you should look the part. Go see the car-

penter in town and get your house remodeled. You

don't want to disappoint the ghost of your grandfather

If anyone ever complained about anything in the

Super NES version of Harvest Moon, it was that the

game ended after two and a half years. You don't

have to worry about this in the Game Boy version.

You can keep playing long after your ghostly

ancestors have come back to see how well you've

done on the farm. Now you can keep your prize

cows or trade them for other goods with farmers on

the Game Link cable. Seek out the happy ending

you've always wanted.

when he floats down to see the place.

Itwas your destiny to turn this

farm around. After you toil for a

year, your ancestors will return

to tell you how well you've done

Nothing beats living on the farm

when you're the proud owner of a

Super Deluxe Log House complete

with surround-sound stereo.

IE

BOY
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Brain Drain follows in the footsteps of puz-

zlers like Tetris, Dr. Mario and Tetris Attack.

Using the Brain Drain cursor, players rotate

pieces into new positions and try to match the pattern in

the upper left corner of the screen within a limited time.

With two game play modes, 241 puzzles to solve, and

password backup, this Game Boy puzzler offers a lot of brain

draining. It may seem to start out easy, but soon you'll hear a giant

sucking sound as your brain goes dry.

IVi/tfN &KA7N \mms
The main game begins with a pattern made with two

pairs of pieces. That pattern is scrambled into a jum-

ble, and you'll have a limited time to return the pat-

tern to its original form. After every five levels, a bonus

area pops up. Every so often, a Level Code appears,

which is a password that will return you to that level

should you quit or run out of credits.

OK.A7N
Special effects known as

teasers, blocks, slow
motion and blackouts occur

on some levels at the

Student and Genius difficul-

ty levels. The regular black-

out shown on the left is a

block of four question marks
that hides the real objects.

poVVER. Y7S

Earn power-ups like the Clock

and Flash at the lower levels

and use them on the upper

levels where things get tough.

Earn the Clock by finishing

a puzzle within ten sec-

-J onds. Activate it when the

timer is at one second.

The Flash allows you to

skip over a level to the next

higher level.

The extra life, or 1-up, can

be earned in the Bonus

© NINTENDO POWER
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trivia question on a plain 3 1/2' x S' card.

Mail your entry to this address:

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER S POLL VOL. 108

P.O. BOX 970S2

REDMOND, WA 98073-9762

One entry per person, please. All

entries must be postmarked no later

$tcmv
1 GAME BOY CAMERA

* 1 GAME BOY PRINTER

send your request to the address above

alter June 30. 1998.

Grand Prize: Grand Prize winner will

win lour Game Boy Pockets, lour Game
Boy Cameras, four Game Boy Printers

employees of NOA. its affiliates, agen-

cies oi\ their immediate families. This

contest is subject to all federal, state

and local laws and regulations.
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Disney.

1998 Nintendo.

Magic Wands!
SCURRYING FROM DISNEYLAND BACK INTO GAME BOY LAND, MICKEYMOUNTS A
MOUSE HUNT TO FIND THE WIZARD WHO HAS IMPRISONED HIS PALS. WITH GO
LEVELS OF SEARCHINGAHEAD OF HIM, HE'S GOING TO FIND THAT IT'S NOT SUCH
A SMALL WORLD AFTER ALL.

OFMICEAND GAME BOYS
M-l-C. . . .See, Mickey and his pals cal warps, and leaping flooded dun-

were taking a leisurely stroll through geons to find the puzzle pieces that

the forest when they stumbled upon will free his friends.

Along the way, Mickey will find

magic wands that will give him special

powers. These powers, such as freez-

ing abilities, will not only help Mickey

fight, but they'll help him solve puz-

zles, too. While the puzzles, fights and

general game play are more suited for

beginning gamers, the brain-teasing

challenges and enemies' intelligence

are clever enough to be fun, but never

insulting, to veteran gamers. Plus,

with a lovable stable of characters and

more levels than you can shake a

wand at, Mickey Mouse: Magic

Wands! will be an E ticket ride for any

Disney fanatic.

PUZZLE PIECES

To free his pals from the wizard's

spell, Mickey must find the puzzle

pieces that complete the portraits of

his friends. Mickey will end up assem-

bling over 40 puzzles before meeting

up with the evil spellbinder.

an evil wizard who fiendishly craved

to capture them. K-E-Y. . . .Why?

Because she hates them!

But at least one good thing comes

out of the whole predicament: a new
Mickey Mouse adventure for Game
Boy. Mickey Mouse: Magic Wands!

takes many of Disney's classic charac-

ters and puts them in a 40-level side-

scroller that teems with enemies as

magical as Fantasia. However, almost

all of the those Disney friends have

been imprisoned by the wizard, so it's

up to Mickey to journey through her

castle, unlocking doors, finding magi-

Each of the 40 levels contains at least

one puzzle portrait that Mickey must
complete. The puzzles will reveal such
Disney favorites as Donald, Minnie,

Goofy, Pluto, Daisy and even lesser

known characters like Figaro, the cat

from Pinocchio.

NINTENDO POWER



MICKEY MOUSE MAGIC WANDS!

ENEMIES

To pul a stop to Mickey's rescue mission, the wizard has filled

her castle with a Magic Mountain's worth of magical animals

and monsters.

BAT: Unlike Mickey, a bat can attack from above, so lure
|

it down to your level, then throw an apple at it.

I FIREBALL: Wave the wand to temporarily *

freeze a fireball, or throw an apple or ice cube to per-

I manently smother it.

FROG: A frog, like all of these foes, can't jump over

gaps, so Mickey can escape the toady by leaping to

other levels.

SKELETON: Mickey can't defeat the skeleton, but he

can stop it momentarily by using his wand or apples.

SNAKE: Destroy any eggs you see in the third world,

because every one will hatch into a slithering snake.

WITCH: Apples will defeat a witch, but noth-

ing will stop the fireballs she throws, so steer clear of her

missiles.

SNOWMAN: A snowman can quickly close in by i

balling himself up and then steamrolling your way.

VfS STATUE: A statue will come to life when I

Rrj Mickey walks by, and it'll head one way until it reaches

a wall or end of a ladder.

ITEMS )

Inside the castle, Mickey will find many crys-

tals. By waving his wand at one, it will change

into an item or enemy.

APPLE: Defeat an enemy by tossing

an apple at it. Mickey can throw

sideways, but not up or down.

S
CANDY: Whenever Mickey's health is

low, eat a piece of candy. The lollipop

will completely fill his health meter.

MUSIC BOX: The music box's tune

will stop enemies in their tracks.

Play it when more than one enemy

is in Mickey's way.

KEY: Stand by a keyhole, then select

the key to unlock a door or raise a

bridge so Mickey can reach a new
area.

CUPCAKE: As far as items go, this is

the frosting on the cake. Each 1-up

cupcake will give you an extra

Mickey.

MAGIC WANDS f
As the sorcerer's apprentice in Fantasia,

Mickey learned a thing or two about magic

wands. In this adventure, he'll learn a few

more tricks because he'll be using four differ-

ent wands. Mickey will automatically begin

the game with a basic wand, but after that,

he'll have to earn each new wand by defeat-

ing the monster at the end of each 10-level

world.

MAGIC WAND: In Levels 1-10, Mickey will

have the basic wand that changes crystals

into helpful items or hurtful monsters.

FREEZE WAND: After finishing Level 10,

Mickey will be able to cross pools and water-

falls by freezing them with this cool wand.

ICE CUBE WAND: To climb to high areas, use

the Ice Cube Wand to create a frozen step-

ping stone. Mickey will earn this wand after

finishing Level 20.

SNOWBALL WAND: Once you've completed

Level 30, your new wand will allow you to

throw ice cubes like apples.

VOLUME 108 C85]
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( m WAND-ERM WORLD OF DISNEY
Mickey Mouse's adventure will take you through four

worlds filled with ten levels apiece. Lurking in the tenth

level of every world will be a monster. If Mickey can defeat

it, he'll earn a new wand that will have more powers than

LEVELS HO

the last. Fittingly, every level that follows will be trickier

than the last, so prick up those mouse ears and pay atten-

tion. You'll need to prepare yourself for the troubles and

traps that each world will introduce.

LADDER LEAP
By leaping onto ladders,

Mickey can quickly reach

a high area. Better yet,

enemies can t jump onto

ladders, so ladder-leaping

will help Mickey distance

himself from enemies.

The cannon fires one ball at a

time, and it won t retire until its

launched ball hits something. If

you must leap into the line of

fire, enter it right after the can-
non has fired.

CANNONBALL RUN



MICKEY MOUSE MAGIC WANDS!

ms 21-30

ICY STAIRSEnemies can leap

from poles only after

reaching the top, but

Mickey can escape by

leaping at any point of

his climb.

Secret warp areas are

often high out of reach. To

get to them, create an ice

block, hop on top of it, then

create another. By repeat-

ing this process, Mickey
can create a flight of

frozen stairs.ICE BLOCKADE

your mouse's tail by

using your Ice Cube
Wand to cover lad-

ders or barricade pas-

sageways with a

block of ice.
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Offroad Challenge for theTJ64 features all the jarring action

that has made the game a hit in the arcades and on the

Super NES for years,

and

Pak support, it's set

to shake, rattle and

roll into North

American homes this

summer. Our pre-

view version arrived

from Midway with

four tracks in racing

condition and four

trucks revved up for action. What we found was a faithful

two-player arcade-based

racer with obstacles

everywhere, treacherous

tracks, terrified animals

and hot trucks. What

more could we want?

Well, maybe a little

depth. The Challenge

series, like Cruis'n USA, gains a lot of its speed by reducing

the number of polygons on the screen, especially in the

backgrounds and objects along the track. Like Cruis'n,

Challenge can look flat

if you concentrate on

the scenery. But when

you're flying along at

close to 200 mph on a

dirt track, rounding

corners on two wheels

and going airborne

over every wrinkle in

the road, you don't

really have time to

think about how thick that cactus was you just rammed
through. For action and fun, Off Road Challenge brings

the arcade thrill home.

MIDWAYS OFFROAD

CHALLENGE BOUNCES

AND JOUNCES ONTO

THE N64 WITH ALL

OF ITS ARCADE

ACTION INTACT-

AND A LITTLE MORE.

© NINTENDO POWER



Offroad Challenge begins in the showroom when you choose

one of four sleek, four-wheel-drive vehicles to be your chariot

of the bogs. The Toyota trophy truck is modeled after Ivan

"Ironman" Stewart's championship pickup. The other trucks

give you a variety of weights, speeds and handling attributes. In

addition to the four trucks shown here, there are another four

hidden vehicles in the game, which you'll access only after

winning various season challenges. (It has been rumored that

one of them has seen military action.) After picking your truck,

OFFROAD CHALLENGE

you'll choose from Automatic and Manual transmissions. Later,

as you build up trophy dollars, and collect cash along the

course, you'll be able to build up your truck even further.

CLASS 8 MINI-METAL BAJA BUGGY

The Class 8 Mini-

metal is more of an

all-around vehicle. It

doesn't excel in any
given area, but it is a

good choice for any
type of terrain.

The buggy is even

lighter than the

Toyota Trophy

truck, but it's very

fast and handles
well. Going over the

bumps, you'll catch

loads of air.

CLASS 10 HEAVY-METAL TOYOTA TROPHY TRUCK

This bruiser may
not be as fast as

the Toyota Trophy

truck, but it has

good handling. If

you can pack a lot

of nitro for the race,

you can really blaze

with this monster.

This is the truck

that Ivan Stewart
has driven to just

about every off-

road championship

you can name. It's

fairly light, but it

handles well and

has good speed.

Real off-road racing has plenty of danger and excitement between races.

without the need to pick up items on the track, but in The Offroad shop

Offroad Challenge, a big part of the game is scoring items includes better

and cash. The cash can be won by placing first in a race, engines, shocks,

or it can be found in Cash Boxes, usually in difficult- acceleration, and

to-reach locations out of tires. You can stock

the fastest lane. You can up on extra shots

use the money to of nitro, as well,

upgrade your vehicle

sat
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Cash Boxes are usually placed in

awkward locations, unlike this one.

You pay a penalty for picking it up,

but it may be worth it in the end.

The money you earn can give you an advan-

tage in speed or handling.
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Getting back to nature in a four-by-four with 300 horses potholes,

under the hood and nitro injection might not be considered

roughing it, but the game trails you'll be taking in Offroad

Challenge are as rough as a

grizzly's beard. Speaking of

bears, you'd better watch out

for stray bruins on the Pike's

Peak track. Wildlife is just one

of the hazards you'll have to

avoid in the Challenge. You'll

also have to keep a lookout

for heavy equipment, road-

side fruit stands, and perhaps even visitors from another

world. Back down on earth, each track is a devilish mix of

branching paths,

twisting corners,

plants, puddles,

tunnels, mountains

and even an ocean.

Most of each race

takes place on unpaved surfaces consisting of sand, dirt, mud
or snow, but the course can turn onto paved roads for short

periods. Races cover one long stretch of track and never lap

around, so learning the course is more difficult than in most

racing games. Learning how to keep your tires on the ground

will make all the difference. For now, let's take a ride on the

wild side as we prerun the beta courses.

MOJAVE MADNESS
'® BEGINNER
This desert course rattles bones and nerves. The cactus

along the side of the track won't slow you down very

much, but if you smash into

a wall inside one of the

many tunnels, you might as

well kiss the race goodbye.

A highway construction

project about midway
through the course changes

the pace for a while as you

turn onto pavement and

face oncoming traffic,

boxes of TNT and heavy

machinery. The Mojave

track may be designed for

beginners, but it's still a test

for the best.

BAJA BADNESS
® BEGINNER
Baja California may

be the most famous

off-road racing site

in the world, but this

track passes through

fields and onto

beach instead of

heading out into the

desert scrub. The

challenges include

dodging farm equipment and puddle-jumping along the

ocean shore. The final stretch of the race pounds along

a wooden pier. There are plenty of straight sections and

lots of items, making

this an excellent

beginner's race.



OFFROAD CHALLENGE

OL 1 SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY
®ADVANCED
The deep south track is nar-

row and filled with treacher-

ous pits. Numerous jumps

and branching paths make it

a strategic race from start to

finish. It plunges into the

deep forest, passes through

corn fields, and leaps over

sloughs on rickety wooden

a course for

If you stay out

and out of the

chance

but

for

EL PASO PRICKLY PEAR
® INTERMEDIATE
The Old West gives a new

meaning to the phrase

"eat my dust." These

trucks kick up clouds of

the stuff. On this course,

you'll also have to race

ahead of a freight train

and dodge roadrunners

who are trying to get to

the other side. Wile E.

Coyote isn't anywhere to

be seen. This intermedi-

ate track has more twists,

and the items are a bit

harder to find and collect,

than the beginner track.

Tfe IMgte QG ®(7 Ij^G
Along the tracks, and often off the tracks, racers will find don't want to pick

useful items that can be picked up and activated during

the race. Crash Helmets allow you to break through

without losing

and Nitro canis-

ters give you one speed

boost that can power you

into the lead. Nitro is

probably the most impor-

tant item to collect. Then

there are the things you

such as boxes

of TNT. When you

slam into one of

these crates, it will

blow up in a spec-

tacular fireball in

your face— not a

good thing. Items

always appear in the same place, though, so you c

memorize the locations of the good and the bad.

Midway continues to bring home the most popular games

from the arcade to the N64. These games are never straight

ports of code, but the design is supposed to make the N64

game as close as possible to the arcade version. Offroad

Challenge manages to recreate the look and feel of the coin-

up, and with the addition of the Rumble Pak, it may even go

the arcade version one better. But the real excitement of

Offroad Challenge comes from the game's sense of speed

and the rollicking ride that

will leave you hanging in

the air, splashing through the

water and challenging the

roughest terrain in North

America. The race begins this June when Midway releases v

Challenge, and Nintendo Power will be there with a course-

by-course analysis and winning strategies. VOLUME 11
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152 Coins

Daniel Birmingham ..£ollesville,JWlD - —
Jeff Ward Neshanic Station, NJ

TAR FOX 64
lost Venoniian Units' Destroyed (Vatrf03T”'

Michael Hlavacek, Albuquerque, NM 2,201

Andrew Tettenhorst, Hamilton, OH 2,093

Mike- Vottmet*, t3reaTHetTd,"NY

Alexander Castro, Los Angeles, CA
Richard Fernandez, Forest Hills, NY
Scott Davis, Springfield, TN
Mark Wesby, Brookfield, It"*

Phillip Sharpless, Jackson, MS
David Lalumiere, Montreal, PQ
Travis Neely, Manchester, MO -

Shane Harness, Nevada, IA

Glen Heide, Vancouver, BC 1,919

Rocky Vidal, Whittier, CA ' <

Daniel Burke, Yukon, OK
Jesse Facemire, Falls Chur<}i, VA
Ryan FitrgeraWrOeeensid^, €A- —
Kan Zhu, Tempe, AZ
Ben Anderson, Mechanicsburg, PA

Ely. Hsu, Jacksonville, FL. A r -

STAR FOX 64
jMost Hits Using the Tank in Katina's

2,6Ba-l-i'mefrml^VohM4)~ i

David LaCoste, Chateauguay, PQ
Lukasz Gudewicz, Woodside, NY
Michael lohn^ff. Weatherford, TX
Jaime Ramirez, Othello, WA
Tu Nguyen, Portage, IN I

Damon Ransbarger, Chico, CfV

Mark Thompson, Marysville, Ml

Jonathan Hamner, Jonesboro, GA
Robert Hayes,long Beach, CA

-> Jr
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A CLOSER LOOK 'Q’UK
When you're gaming, you will occasionally want to peel your eyes

away from the action to check your score, inventory or health

meter. More often, however, you'll spy your game stats out of the

corner of your eye, since they usually appear near the edge of the

screen. Just how keen is your peripheral vision? Test it by seeing if

you can identify which games these close-up screen shots belong to.

Take a detour in Diddy Kong Racing

and San Francisco Rush to scout out

these locations. If you can locate at

least one (two, or even all three) of

the areas, send us a photo of your car

parked in the same spot that appears

in the screen .

Shoi. we n Where
randomly pick 10

winners for each
,J_

~-

location from all

correct entries.

DIDDY KONG RACING
Fastest Times for Greenwood Vill,

Matt Lopez, North Hills, CA
Nathan Maresh, Wheaton, IL

l Ken Watts, Bradenton, FL

~
1:17.50“

1119.16

1119.16

Marion Berry, Kansas City, MO 1:19.95'

Billy Haines, Orange Park, FL 1 :20.33

Michael Cuerreiro, Mississauga, ON
"" Adam Kilgore^Biflings, MT 1:203

Allan Debono, Pickering, ON 1 :22.48

Brett Eisenberg, Baltimore, MD 1:22.48

Shirley Porterfield, Montgomery, AL 1:22.76

Jonathan Martini, Laval, PQ 1:23.15

Jonathan Sledziewski, Staten Island, fMY 1:23.38

DONKEY KONG LAND 3
Fastest Timd Attacks for the Stilt Race (Vol. 104)

Srinivas Varanasi, Dix Hills, NY 0:44.58

Michael Guerreiro, Mississauga, ON
-P

. —3
0:45.62

fdVOU WAV6 WWAT IT TAKBn{
‘“.challenge ideas QcphptosJiLyqur achievements _

mth'siXrefor this montK’si Arena. If we use your suggestion or if

you're a top qualifier, you'll receive Super Power
Stamps and hay£ your name featured in NP (for a I

imterfmnpvmh " *qualifiers; Surflo wwwmi

wpw to picTikVe P6P.F6CT’
• Include your N64 or Super NfeS in the photo of ^

your high scorej • Dim the lights and then take a

few photos without a flash. • If you're taking a photo
of a Game Boyjplace it on a flat surface. • Write
you7 name, addres7¥n3 MemB?5'T*Jumber on the*"*"

back of your photo. • ^"he Arena challenges featdred

in! this issue must be received no later than ]

. _Jun» 40, 1398^ J __

E-mail us with challenges and suggestions at:

arei)a@nintendo.com
J

OR'send entries tdf

ANSWERS TO VOLUME 107

RECON MISSION:

D 2. 2: 8. 3; K.I.H. 4; 18. 5; 2. 6; 2.

7; 21. 8: Ckopo.9; 2.10:9

SPELLBOUND:

1. Kirby

2. Turok: Battle of the Bionosaurs

3. Alex Trebek

,4. Falco Lombardi

5. Andross J
6. Pigma Dengar

1

7. Tetris Attack

8. Boba Fett

Hide & Seek: Quake, page

J

Power Player's Areqa, P.O. BOX 97033
Redmond, WA 98073-9733

- > * _jfJ
.



The hottest hitter in the majors is just as hot on

EUEUna Angel Studios hit this one out of the ballpark.

The animation and 3-D models in Griffey look exceptional.

Great care was taken to produce the little details that lend

realism to the game, including motions such as underhand-

ed infield throws and runners dusting off after sliding into

second. Excellent camera Al and transitions from one view

to the next keep you focused on the ball and the action.

batting and pitch-

controls could set

standards for

baseball games,

batting control

you to aim

swing and react

pitches. The pitch-

the N64.

ing control gives you

the full range for each

keep batters guessing.

i.t.IiiH.wm.1 MLB Featuring Ken Griffey Jr. has all the

standard elements of a first-rate baseball sim, including

trading and fantasy league options.

l--EhW.HII.lll It's fun and it looks great. In fact, this

may be the most realistic baseball experience you'll ever

have outside of a ballpark.

fauniin Excellent announcer and some colorful com-

ments from Junior.

U-llllnUlh-l Scott: It took three years to get

here, but it's worth every hour we had to wait.

Dan: The choice of hitting systems is great.

Paul: The best baseball game ever, bar none.

Terry: Outstanding play control.

GRRPHICS-8.0 PLflV C0nTR0L~8.7 GamE DESIGn=8.0 S(ITISFflCTIDn=8.8 SOLinO=8.2
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Acclaim has a blast in space.

B3SIS Some of the most spectacular explosions and

lighting effects in the video game world give Forsaken a

sense of explosive action. The textures of the areas are suit-

ably grubby for the theme and the areas themselves seem

huge, endless and filled with menacing pools of shadow.

Iguana U.K. included two controller

variations that seem to accommodate most players.

Reaction time for flying and shooting is very good and

speeds are fast. In spite of the breakneck pace, control is

precise. Since virtually all buttons are used, some function

is going to be awkward to access.

UTilllWlMIUll The one-player game has plenty of areas

and difficult missions to make it challenging. The Al of

enemies and the size of the mazes add to the depth of the

game. On the multiplayer side, the big mazes and cool

weapons make it a blast.

ESHWiWIUll For

intense action in the

one-player mode, or

as a multiplayer battle

or tag game, Forsaken

64 can stand with the

best of them.

ESffilil The explo-

sive sound effects are

critical for giving

players clues regard-

ing enemy fire. The music would be appropriate

in a'70's cop show, but in space?

Terry: The best multiplayer

game since GoldenEye. Dan: Surprisingly

good play control and great atmosphere.

GRAPHICS=8.3 PLAF C0nTBaL=8.P GAIT1E DE5IGn=7.M SATlSEACTIOn=8.0 S0UI1D=8.1

Acclaim reaches for the top with this unique N64

HllildilH-j 'guana doesn't disappoint when it comes to

N64 graphics. The character "balls" in Reckin' Balls have

lots of attitude and the animation is excellent. In four-play-

er mode, the screen is chopped into quarters, so on levels

with rotating tracks it can be difficult to see what's hap-

pening. The bigger the TV, the better.

r.MWJilltmiA tutorial mode helps teach players the

special moves such as

the jump and grapple.

Although moves can

be awkward, there

are simplified con-

trols for performing

some of them.

WiliiUilUMil Tln.

game combines plat-

racer.

form action with .

racing goal, two very

and the 100 levels gives the game replayability and value.

«.IH=im«imil Thp vertical racing takes a little getting

used to, particularly on some of the more complex tracks.

Once you learn the basics. Reckin' Balls is both fun and

challenging. It might be a mistake to consider this game as

,
a title for young players only, since there are handicaps

that can add to the challenge.

Minimi Yon would expect an upbeat, bouncy

track, and Iguana delivers the goods.

HiliilnUibU Scott: Unique, often fun, but

as often frustrating and repetitive. )ason: It's

Rube Goldeberg-rollercoaster ride wanna-be.

Paul: It's different, but that may not be

enough to justify its existence.

GRAPHICS=7.3 PLAV C0nTR0L=6.S GAmE DESIGn=6.5 SATISFACTIOn=G.O SOUnD=7.0
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Ep!lVHlCS=B.B^£Lffl' COnTRDL=B.G CftmE DESIcn=B.O SATISFACTION 5.6 SDURD 5.6

A big blast on a little screen.

ntir.uiim The overhead view is the same as that used

in previous versions of Bomberman, except for

Bomberman 64 which is 3-D. GB makes good use of the

Super Game Boy, but the graphics are also exceptionally

sharp on Game Boy and Game Boy pocket.

bill Blowing up baddies has never been

easier. The puzzle elements of the different areas

require timing but no difficult controller motions. Like

previous Bomberman games, the complexity is in the

mazes and puzzles.

WiliiH'WMil Each of the seven areas of the Story

Mode contains two different ways to play, essentially

doubling the size of the game. The four-player mode
isn't practical unless you have the Game Boy four-

player adapter and four Bomberman Game Paks. How
often does that happen?

EaEZHHSDThe
variety of puzzles keeps

return to the basic bombing action of the first Bomberman

games, which makes it nostalgic, as well.

The simple music may not inspire you, but it

may be annoying enough to make you want to bomb
everything in sight.

CLRV FIGHTER SCULPTOR'S CUT
lnterplay/128 Megabits

S
*

[
• Interplay/128 Megabits

• 1 or 2 players simultaneous

> No Rumble Pak compatibility

4 new characters

Available only at Blockbuster for rental

Will rental clay save tbe bay?

HiEIJilhH Clay Fighter Sculptor's Cut includes the ani-

mation and finishing touches that should have appeared

in the original release of Clayfighter 637.. The animation

is one of the best parts of this wacky tournament fighter. A
new 3-D intro sequence sets up the game much better

than the one in the first N64 game did.

liifiiwinimH The control feels pretty much the same
as the first game, and the moves, combos and claytalities

haven't changed much. You have less 3-D rotational con-

trol since the action now takes place on tracks.

Breakthroughs occur naturally during play.

in.iHMHWHiil This game includes several of the char-

acters that were missing from the original game, including

Lockjaw, the Zappa Yow Yow Boyz and others.

If you bought the original Clayfighter

63

7

j, you're going to wonder why you didn't get this

GRAPHICS-7.8 PLAF CanTR0L=6.2 GAH1E DESIGNS.1! SATISFACTI0N5.6 50UnD=8.2

game instead. For

those of you who rent

Sculptor's Cut with-

out prior Clayfighter

experience, you'll

have a good time.

IJWIIIHB The sound

is terrific, as it was in

the original. The fight-

ers are constantly say-

ing rude things to each

full song with lyrics.

iH.iiiinUim Scott: It's too bad we
buy this game. It's much better than last

fall's version. Terry: Outstanding graphics

but those cute comments get old quickly.

NINTENDO POWER



Mickey is game for puzzle action on Game Boy.

Esama Although fairly simple, the graphics and

animation in this action puzzle game are clear and

well done. Items, obstacles and enemies are obvious,

which makes the learning curve very gentle. Super

Game Boy enhancements are limited to a simple bor-

der and clean color palette.

MT.Mmma.-n Mickey is limited to walking, jumping

and using the items

he picks up, but the

controls are respon-

sive and fairly intu-

itive. Some items can

be used only in par-

ticular locations, but

those sites are easily

found. Young hands

or old should have no

problem putting Mickey

MliiH-ltiHil Stage by stage, the puzzles grow more

creative, and new items, enemies and problems are pre-

sented for the player. The goals and the means of reaching

the goals is very clear.

For a relatively easy puzzle experience,

Mickey Mouse Magic Wands! does a good job. Younger

Mickey fans will probably get the most out of this title.

I.Hmilii The music is catchy but way too short. Since

you won't get vital clues from the sound effects,

you'll probably turn the sound down.

ifiiiirnUhH Scott: I'd say this game is

made for young players. Nice and easy.

Sonja: Mickey's presence isn't enough.

Paul: Unoriginal, but good quality.

CRAPHICS=6.8 PLOT C0nTR0L=G.O GflmE DESIGn=5.H SflTISFCTI0n=5.M sounD=5.B
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WORLD GRAND

How good can it get?

The biggest show ever!

(9S) NINTENDO POWER

Do dlnasolds dreao of
elactric people?

THIS
MONTH

The inside source for all
Nintendo News.

IUCASARTS
RETURNS WltHMORE N64WARS

Video Systems is on track.

rJF4

• ur breaking story this month

proves that the Force is with the

N64. LucasArts is working on a new 3-D

adventure based on the Rogue Squadron

Star Wars stories starring Wedge Antilles.

Rogue Squadron has been a tightly kept

secret at LucasArts

over the past year,

but Nintendo

Power has been

given the green

light to talk about

this upcoming title

at last. Unlike

Shadows of the

Empire, Rogue

Squadron is a

sci-fi, flight-sim

ulation shooter along the lines of the hit PC
game, X-Wing. LucasArts has gone even

further this time, giving players a variety of

Star Wars spacecraft to fly in combat, such

as the X-Wing fighter of the Rebellion or the

Imperial TIE Fighter. And the combat takes

place both on and off planet, so the variety

of graphics and the strategies players must

employ are changing constantly. For

instance, one level will be played over

snowy terrain like that on Hoth. In this area,

you'll pilot a snowspeeder like the first

stage of Shadows

Rogue Squadron
Is a sci-fi,

shooter along the
lines of the hit
PC gane, X-Wing.

of the Empire.

Other levels will

send you on mis-

sions in deep

space. For the first

time on a

Nintendo system,

LucasArts will

publish the game

themselves rather

than licensing it

to another publisher. That shows confi-

dence in the quality of the game and the

potential sales of top N64 titles. LucasArts

plans to unveil Rogue Squadron at this

year's E3 and release the game before the

end of the year.



TUROK 2 TAGGED
FOR MULTIPLAYER ACTION
T he biggest news out of Austin, Texas

these days isn't about the beautiful

graphics in All-Star Baseball '99 or the

unique game play of Iggy's Reckin' Balls.

The biggest news is reserved for the

biggest title from Acclaim and Iguana

Entertainment, and that is Turok 2. Set to

launch this August, or perhaps a little later

if development requires the time, Turok 2

will see depth added in every technical

and game playing area from its classy pre-

decessor. It may sound like a tall order, but

it's being done as you read this article. But

back to the big news. Turok 2 will feature

multiplayer action matches in addition to

the one-player adventure game.

Bayonet tha
Campaigner
The story of Turok 2 begins with

the end of Turok: Dinosaur

Hunter, when the hero throws

the Chronosceptor into the vol-

cano. This act awakens an even

more malevolent enemy, a

fiend named. The Primagen.

The action takes off when Turok

reaches the port city of Adia,

which has been plundered

Play Frog Tag
As a big fan of GoldenEye 007, David

Dientspier, who leads the Turok 2 project,

told Pak Watch early in development that

he wanted to include a unique multiplay-

er angle to the game. He's done that ,with

an innovative mode called Frag Tag, In

Frag Tag, one player is designated ass^lt."

He or she has no weapon, wears a target,

and squeals with fear while running for

cover. The "It" player must reach a

designated safe goal while the "non-ifs" try

to hunt "It" down. If "It" makes it to the

goal, a new "It" is chosen and hunted.

The multi-player characters include Turok

himself, a Pur-linn, and a raptor along with

four other characters.

recently by the Dinasoid troops of the

Primagen. As Turok passes through

each of eight, huge new worlds, he

finds evidence of the Primagen's awful

wrath: Blood smeared on walls, dam-

age everywhere, fires burning in the

streets and lots of enemies waiting for

Turok. Each of these eight worlds has a

distinct look that is characteristic of

the race that lives there.

Mora coolness
Within these worlds, Turok will meet

45 types of enemies, including boss

I characters and families of other crea-

tures such as the heavy Pur-linn and

the creepy flesheaters. Careful atten-

tion has been given to the Al of ene-

mies, with each enemy exhibiting

unique behaviors and attacks. Turok

will collect an incredible assortment of

weapons, as well, just as in the first

game. Iguana isn't revealing details

about either the bosses or weapons

just yet, because they don't want to

give away the shop. All we can tell

you* wfving 'seen some preliminary

work <jn the game* isphat the weapons

and Misses are very tool. Considering

all that we've seet'Wjtlate, we feel safe

in predicting that Tijjrok 2 will be a

major event on the^64.

Fires are still burning after the passage of

the Dinasoid troops through Romanesque.

Adia was once an elegant, coastal trading town.

The flesheaters are coning...
VOLUME 108



Pale Play
ffands-on prariavs of upcoslng ganas.

MORTAL KOMBAT IV
IS THE END GAMEM idway's N64 version

of Mortal Kombat IV

ushers in the 3-D generation of

MK in graphics and game play.

From the developers at

Eurocom, MK IV arrived at Pak

Watch humming along at an

impressive 60 frames per sec-

ond, and it's only about 50% to

60% done. The 3-D element is

best used to give extra drama to the fight,

but players will be able to sidestep and

dodge using a

rotation control,

adding extra

strategy to each

bout. The polyg-

onal characters

can be used in

another way-to

tell each charac-

ter's game end

story when you win the tournament.

Eurocom created excellent cinematic ani-

mations and included full voice dialogue to

go along with them. With seven old

characters and eight new characters, plus

several hidden characters who don't

appear in the arcade game, MK IV for the

N64 has a lot of stories to tell. For MK fans,

this may be the biggest payoff of all. That

payoff should be here by the end of June or

early July.

(Qfy
NINTENDO POWER

F-l BY ANY OTHER NAME
\ fv / ' orld Grand Prix from Video

Systems may be just a tempo-

rary name for this two-player racer, since

an F-1 license seems to be imminent. The

cars look like F-1 racers, sound like F-1

racers, race on F-1 tracks and use F-1 dri-

vers. Paradigm Entertainment, the same

developer that programmed Pilotwings 64

and Aerofighters Assault, has created a very

realistic racer that recreates the look of

open-wheeled racing with play control that

seems more arcade-like. The biggest plus

for race fans has got to be the two-player

mode, though. The numbers look some-

thing like this: 27 drivers and cars, 22 CPU
opponents, 17 tracks, 11 teams. All this

speed is packed into 96 megabits with an

EEPROM for saving the game on the Game
Pak. Grand Prix also features the '97 racing

schedule, ghost drivers, Rumble Pak sup-

port, and a replay mode. Video Systems

plans to wave the green flag in July.



WORLD CUP '
occer's final bash of the

century is set to get started

in France this summer, and EA

Sports is ready to cash in on the

hoopla with the best title so far in

growing

I family of N64

soccer games.

|

World Cup
'98 improves

I on every cate-

gory over the

previous game, FIFA:

Road to the World

[

Cup '98, which itself

was a vast improvement over the first FIFA

64 game. The animation is spectacular,

and control has been tightened up. Our

resident soccer hooligans all gave two

thumbs up to this latest effort from the

development team at EA Canada.

Matches are played in the ten actual sta-

diums that will be used during the World

Cup. Modes include Friendly Matches,

the World Cup Tournament, a Penalty

Shootout, and Cup Classics. You can also

use the Training Mode to get yourself up

w m

to speed. The game is finished now, so

you can expect it in the stores this month.

IT'S A GECKO'S LIFE
Gex, the versatile, reptilian star of Gex II:

Enter the Gecko, from Midway and Crystal

Dynamics, romps through 30 stages that

parody popular TV and movie themes. Our

test drive version of Gex was about 50%
complete and still had a lot of bugs, but the

basics looked promising. Gex's mission is

to save television programming from a dia-

bolical program thief named Rez. To do so

will require Gex to enter shows with

themes that range from Indiana Jones to

James Bond. In each area, the gecko must

find an assortment of objects, including

remote control units that open up bonus

areas. Puzzles, enemies and traps must be

overcome in fairly large 3-D worlds. The

game play, not to mention the camera con-

trols, take a page from the Mario 64 hand-

book of game design, and the graphics are

as varied as the different TV shows they

mock. But is it a mockery of a game? We
think not. Gex has all the elements to

become a hit. You should start looking for

Gex in July.

©

Gex scampers through 3-D
worlds filled with obstacles

trying to collect items.

The music and setting may
seem like Indiana Jones, but

Gex is rather partial to reptiles.



Pale PREDICTIONS
Look Into our crystal ball aa v« predict tho hits at S3

THE BIGGEST
SHOW EVER

• nee again it's the time of the year

for the gaming world to turn its

attention to the Electronic

Entertainment Expo, or E3, to see what will

be hot in the upcoming months. This

year's show will be held once again in

Atlanta, and it is shaping up to be a land-

mark event for Nintendo and its third-party

publishers. Topping the banner of headline

N64 games will be Banjo-Kazooie and

Zelda 64 from Nintendo, but these aren't

the only news makers slated to appear at

E3. Dozens of games will be shown, rang-

ing from incredibly realistic sports titles

such as World Cup '98 to sequels of major

hits like Mortal Kombat IV. Many games
will be available in playable or finished

versions for the first time. Our Pak Watch

crystal ball reveals many games, but there

are always surprises that pop up at the last

second, and it isn't always games that

appear. The new Color Came Boy should

make a major splash when it debuts in

Atlanta, and there is likely to be more

news about the first Color Game Boy

Twelve Tales:
Conker 6V

Rare's next classic features interactive envi-

ronments, animated emotions on the charac-
ters, and the most dynamic graphics ever. Rare
just keeps getting better.

games, as well. For now, gaze into our

crystal ball as we reveal the future.

F-Zaro I

This sequel to the Super NES racer, F-Zero, will

be the fastest game ever. Scheduled for an
August release, F-Zero X will feature more
tracks and vehicles than any other N64 racer.

ZELDA 64
Shigeru Miyamoto's epic is

the most anticipated game

for the N64. Link's new
adventure includes live

action battles and a horse

that you can ride. We
expect it to be released in

North America this fall.
’V-v.’©-''#,*
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Turok 2

We predict that Acclaim's Turok 2 will rule

the first-person action jungle.

Pokenon

The Japanese Game Boy phenomenon is on

its way to our shores, offering players the

chance to trade monster characters and
fight other Pokemon masters via Game Link.

Pokanon Stadium

Pokemon Stadium should make an appearance

at E3 in Game Pak form rather than on 64 DD.

111-Star
Baseball ‘99

Featuring Larry Walker of the Rockies,

Acclaim's MLB entry looks and plays like an

MVP. The game covers the bases with super-

realistic graphics and just about every option

imaginable.

This Midway fighter was developed in record time

by Saffire, another dynamic Utah-based N64
developer. The future depicted in Biofreaks

might be unsightly, but the graphics and game
play are stunning.

Mission:

It took a while to get it right, but Infogrames

Entertainment has done it at last. Mission:

Impossible will be finished by the show.
Undercover fans will find a goal-oriented game
experience to complement GoldenEye 007.

Cruis’n World

The latest Cruis’n game goes beyond the arcade

version to deliver greater replay value with lap

courses and special controller moves.

Specs Circus

Colorful, cartoony graphics mark Infogrames’

Space Circus as another adventure in "The French

School" of game design.

Superman
Titus has built the

man of steel out of

electronic poly-

gons, and he can fly

like a plane, too. The
ambitious develop-

ment schedule has a

release date set for

end of the summer.

Tonic Trouble

Ubi Soft's adventure introduces a creative new
style of graphics that we call "The French School,

but graphics aren’t the only thing working for this

game. The design includes action, puzzle-solving

and story elements in the Mario tradition.

Buck Bumble

Ubi Soft has four or five games in development for

the N64, including Buck Bumble, which is being

created by Argonaut-the same people who
programmed Star Fox.

Quest 6b
The first epic

adventure for

the N64 should

be complete by

show time. We
have high hopes

for this magical

journey, and so

does publisher,

THQ.
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Pak Peeks
What** breaking In the world of ganes.

Color Sane Boy Is
on the Way
After years of speculation and rumor by

video game fans around the world,

Nintendo of America confirmed that a new
Game Boy featuring color graphics would

be ready for release in 1 998. Color Game
Boy will display sharp and vivid color

graphics on a new type of color reflective

screen for play indoors or outdoors. The

new technology will allow the simultane-

ous display of 56 bright colors out of a

palette of 32,000. It will be approximately

the same size as Game Boy pocket and

have about ten hours of game play time on

a set of batteries. The sketch above is an

early rendering from NCL and doesn't

reflect the final design.

The best news is that Color Game Boy

will support all existing Game Boy titles,

which will be playable in palettes of 10

colors. Future Game Boy titles will be pro-

grammed with the full color capability of

the new Color Game Boy. The new Color

Game Boy will also link with the N64,

making transfer of game data from the

Game Boy to the N64 a snap. The next

generation of Game Boy could well lead

the portable gaming world for another

ten years.

Psygnosis crosses
over to the N6V
Pak Watch's third major breaking story of

the month is as big in its own way as the

LucasArts and Color Game Boy stories.

Psygnosis, one of the leading publishers of

video games for the Playstation, has

announced a development agreement with

Nintendo to create N64 titles. What makes

this news all the more amazing is that Sony

owns a substantial share of the UK-based

Psygnosis. The company plans to create

exclusive N64 titles and updated, N64 ver-

sions of some hit PSX games. At least four

unnamed titles are currently in develop-

ment. They will be unveiled at E3 later this

month, and Nintendo Power will cover

them in the June issue. Until then, consider

that Psygnosis has hundreds of program-

mers, artists, designers and other develop-

ment professionals known for creative,

quality games, and now they will have the

power of the N64 to unleash their talents.

Et tu, Activision,
et tvA
Psygnosis isn't the only major PSX publish-

er to shift gears and announce that it has

begun development of N64 games.

Activision, a long-time publisher of NES

and Super NES games, has also seen the

light. Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure was the

last Activision title for a Nintendo system.

Nightmare Creatures will be the next game,

due out by the end of the year.

Development of the game is underway at

Angel Studios, the makers of MLB Featuring

Ken Griffey Jr. Welcome back.

Bast-A-Hove on N6V
Not all arcade hit games take the form of

tournament fighters, fantasy sports titles, or

racing games. Taito's Bust-A-Move has seen

remarkable success in the arcades even

though it's just a humble puzzle game.

Acclaim hopes to match that success in the

home market with an N64 version of Bust-

A-Move 2. The appeal of Bust-A-Move may

be its simplicity, or perhaps the sense of

action players feel as they aim the shooting

arrow and fire their marbles. Or maybe it's

the satisfaction of seeing an entire board full

of marbles fall after a sweetly aimed shot.

Whatever the reason for its popularity, Bust-

A-Move 2 recreates the exact experience on

the N64. Don't expect mind-blowing graph-

ics like those in Banjo-Kazooie or Turok 2.

But if you love Bust-A-Move, this game will

look good to you.

Wore on N6V
This month's announcements of new titles

begins with GT Club, a racer from

Imagineer and Ocean and a sort of sequel

to MRC. Midway has added yet another

future game, Micro Machines V3. Even

more exciting to veteran gamers is the

announcement of Gauntlet 3D from

Midway, which is in development at Atari

Games. At Virgin Interactive, Freak Boy

may have sunk without a trace, but Golden

Nugget 64, a 64-bit gambling game, is

moving full steam ahead.

Last, but certainly not least, Nintendo of

NINTENDO POWER



America is bringing True Golf Classics:

Waialae Country Club to the N64. T&E Soft

released the game in Japan as The Masters, but

because of licensing restrictions, the tourna-

ment in Augusta can't be used in the United

States. Waialae Country Club is known as one

of the best courses in the world, and it's cer-

tainly one of the most beautiful.

Whara are they now?
It seems that there are always games that never

end up on the store shelf in spite of consider-

able developmental effort. In case you've

been wondering, here's an update. Buggie

Boogie, starring transforming vehicles, was in

development at Angel Studios until recently,

but Nintendo finally pulled the plug. The

problem was not the cool buggies, but what

players would do with them. No one knew if

it was supposed to be a racer or an action

game. At Virgin Interactive, the long awaited

Freak Boy was shelved, thankfully, after

at least three attempts failed to bring the pro-

ject together.

Dual Heroes, Hudson Soft's tournament

fighter, also had trouble putting it all together,

but the latest word from Hudson is that they're

still trying. Ultra Descent from Interplay has

never gone beyond the proposal stage. As for

Interplay's Earthworm Jim 3D, it's still alive

and squirming although it has gone through a

major redesign effort at Vis Interactive.

Perhaps the grand daddy of all delayed pro-

jects is Robotech from Gametek. First

announced when the N64 was still known as

the Ultra 64, Robotech has faced monumental

obstacles, including an understaffed develop-

ment team and Gametek's Chapter 11 bank-

ruptcy proceedings. Even so, Gametek gamely

pushes on, insisting that Robotech is on its

way. You've got to love optimism like that.
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Robotech still in orbit.
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Who will stop Gruntilda’s mad plan to

Une become beautiful? You guessed it-you will, \

with a little help from Banjo, Kazooie, and Nintendo
Power. Our 16-page strategy review dives into the
deepest dungeons of Gruntilda’s lair to keep you
out of hot water. Puzzled by the Jigsaw pieces?

>

Power will fill in the blanks to get you started on the \

biggest adventure of the year.

Is it 1999 already? Pdrwer

throws out the first pitch on

Acclaim's ultra-realistic base-

ball game. How does it differ

Jrom MLB Featuring Ken Griffey

Jr? Don't miss our box scores on

this awesome contender.

Our«0ffnual, 1 6-pagg,

special preview of E3

arrives in your home
before it gets handed

out on the show
floor in Atlanta.

You'll see the hottest

games and learn the

latest news before

the rest of the video

game world has a

clue. P.S. Just don't

give it away.

The World Cup in Frahce has

caught the^fmagination of the

sporting world. But if you want

to bring the experience home,

you'll need the latest and great-

est soccer sim from EA

Sports-World Cup '98-and

some expert coaching from

Turok 2

Power.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


